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'SUMMARY

G.A. Bartholomew

1.1 Nuclear Physics Research

MP Tandem Operation

Accelerator operating time was considerably

reduced by vacuum leak problems.

Experiments running 1202 hours 54.4%

Scheduled shutdowns 611 hours 27.7%

Unscheduled shutdowns 395 hours 17.9%
2208 hours 100.0%

The use of the MP Tandem for carbon dating

experiments has made improvements in the generating

voltmeter stabilizinq system necessary. Some improve-

ment has been achieved but the exacting requirements

for this application have yet to be reached.

Fourteen experiments were performed involving

CRNL and 15 visiting scientists. The visiting scientists

were involved in experiments occupying 93% of the beam

time and their participation averaged 50%.

Research Activities

Preparations are under way to use the intense

electron beam produced by the Electron Test Accelerator

for an experiment to test for violation of parity

conservation in strong interactions. The experiment

involving photodisintegration of deuterium with circularly

polarized photons should have greater sensitivity than

the inverse reaction, already done in the USSR, for

which a parity violation effect considerably in excess

of theoretical predictions was reported.
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Decay properties of states with very high

spin in neighboring dysprosium isotopes appear to be

grossly different, an effect which seems likely to be

connected with differences in the nuclear deformation

of these nuclei at high angular momentum.

By a capture y-ray technique, the thermal
90neutron capture cross section of Zr has been found

to be 14.4 ± 3.4 mb, significantly smaller than previous

literature values. The capture cross section of 0

has been determined by the same technique to be

538 +65 pb-

Chalk River is participating with University

of Alberta scientis-L^ in studies of quasi-free

scattering of 500 MeV protons in oxygen using the TRIUMF

accelerator.

1.2 Accelerator and Applied Physics

Research Applications

Commissioning of the Fast Intense Neutron

Source to increase source strength has continued with

some delay caused by the failure of the target rotating

vacuum seal.

The superconducting cyclotron program passed

from full-scale test to construction phase. The program

included the following developments:

- The superconducting cyclotron magnet was operated

at 4.8 T (96% of full field).

- Initial experiments were terminated when one of the

current leads overheated. Helium boil-off was

higher than calculated and the cryostat is now dismantled

for modifications to reduce this and repair the lead.

*1 b = 10"24 cm2.
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- Magnetic field measurements are in excellent

agreement with calculations. The rms deviation

from the azimuthally averaged radial profile is

0.26% at an average field of 4.8 T.

- The torques required to move the trim rods were

^25% greater than calculated and the field

differences generated by the retracted rods were

in good agreement with calculations.

- The radiofrequency accelerating structure has

achieved approximately half of the design accelerating

voltage of 100 kV.

- Efforts to develop and consolidate the computer control

systcn are in progress with continued invaluable

cooperation of scientists at the VICKSI cyclotron,

Hahn-Meitner Institute.

- Assessment of quotations for the beam transport

elements is nearly complete.

Nuclear Power Applications

a) Injector Test Facility

Design work is continuing and component

fabrication has been started on a preaccelerator

suitable for accelerator breeder applications.

b) Ion Source Development

Development is continuing on a multi-

aperture duoPIGatron ion source suitable for a high

current accelerator.

c) High Current Test Facility

Commissioning of the Alvarez accelerator

is proceeding. Modifications to the cooling circuit

of the high power rf amplifier are essentially

complete.
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d) Electron Test Accelerator

Beam currents up to 16 mA were accelerated

through both structures. Beam loading experiments

on the g=l structure continue although loop inter-

action and thermal effects at high currents are

in"king data interpretation difficult. A limit of

11.7% first-neighbour coupling has been reached

with the pancake coupled structure. Experiments

with the design of an iris to couple power directly

into the centre cell have begun.

e) Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

In the fertile-to-fissile conversion

experiments at TRIUMF, all of the neutron flux data

taken previously at a proton energy of 480 MeV have

been re-assessed. The reproducibility of the

neutron leakage rate measurements is within 6%.

1.3 Solid State Physics

Preliminary experiments using small-angle

scattering techniques are underway with examinations

of detergent micelles in D2O solution.

In collaboration with scientists from

University of Toronto, the nature of phase transitions

in two specimen antifluorites were investigated.

In collaboration with a scientist from

University of Waterloo phonons in a large single

crystal of deuterated ammonia were investigated.

The vacancy formation energy in type 316

stainless steel has been determined by positron

annihilation techniques.

Theoretical studies of the depth distribution

of heavy-ion recoils are in progress with attention

focussed on the description of the passage of ions in

inhomogeneous foils.
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1.4 Detectors

Possible improvements in the characteristics

of CdTe detectors by introduction of hydrogen are being

investigated.

1.5 Applied Mathematics and Computation

Calculations of the diffusion of hydrogen

towards a crack in a stressed solid under transient

temperature conditions have been extended, following the

hydrogen accumulation through one thermal cycle for

various values of the radius of the crack tip and

distance from the crack tip to the nearest hydride

precipitate.

Rational minimax approximations have been

derived for the sine and cosine integrals. The forms of

the approximations have been determined, but for large

values of the argument, accurate approximations for the

zeroes of the functions are required, and remain to be

determined.

Development of a program for setting up and

solving mass action chemical kinetics equations has been

completed. The new program is three orders of magnitude

faster than the program formerly used in air and water

radiolysis calculations. During the design of the

chemical kinetics package, a new error criterion for

controlling an integration algorithm was developed.

A method of lines solution for the equations

describing the flow of a compressible fluid has been

formulated.

Development of the personnel radiation recording

system has been completed, with only a few known deficiencies

yet to be eliminated. Processing of a backlog of data is

underway.



Miscellaneous programs and subroutines

developed or modified during the quarter included:

- implementation of a new and faster generator for

exponentially distributed random numbers

- a program to produce a company-wide telephone

directory from data recorded by each site in the

Central Personnel Records System

- a program to be used in conjunction with frequency

distribution tables to perform statistical analyses

on the results from public opinion surveys

- programs to assist in the analysis of queuing delays

in the INTRAN communication network being developed

by Electronic Systems Branch

- a collection of programs to convert calls to the

CRNL plotting routines to the widely used Calcomp

routines,

A program for the structural analysis of piping

systems, TPIPfi, has been leased from PMB Systems

Engineering Inc. and installed on the CYBER 170/6600

system. A training seminar attended by CRNL and PP

(Montreal) staff was held at CRNL on September 19-20.

Work processed by the CYBER 170/6600 during

the quarter originated as follows:
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Percentage of Percentage of
Number of Jobs Total Utilization

Commercial Products
Heavy Water Projects
Power Projects
Whiteshell

CRNL:

Computing Centre
Contracts
Tech. Inf. & CJniv. Relations
Office of Vice-President
Biology and Health Physics
Chemistry & Materials
Physics
Electronics, Instrument

and Control
Advanced Projects and

Reactor Physics
Fuels and Materials
Administration
Medical
Finance
Operations
Maintenance and Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Others

0
1.

15.
2.

37.
1.
2.
0.
2.
2.
5.
n
•j.

8.

10.
0.
0.
2.
3.
0,.
0.
0.
2.
0.

.41

.77

.15

,52
06
66
00
12
68
57
cl

23

05
77
66
34
10
00
11
63
60
07

0
0.

32,
12.

11.
0.
0.
0.
1.
5.
9.
i
i.

11.

8.
0.
0.
0.
2.
0.
0.
0.
1.
0.

.85

.02

.05

,76
52
50
00
15
77
10
An
ftU

07

21
20
14
92
38
00
03
59
35
01
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2.1 Staff

Professional Staff

Branch Head: J.C.D. Milton

Technical Staff
^ .!_ ^ ^ _fc. ̂ ^ •** -~r •—' -™- ™ p- ^ _

SECTION I

J,
H
T,
G
W,
A.
J.

J.

A.

.C.

.R.

.K.

.C.

.G.

. J.

.S.
B.
,C.
0.
D.
.B.
P.
W.
D.

D. Milton
Andrews
Alexander
Ball
Davies
Ferguson
Forster (1)
Haas (2)
Hardy
Hausser
Horn (3)
McDonald
Taras (4)
Trautmann
Ward

SECTION II

.R.
J.
L.
,S.

Graham
Geiger

SECTION III

J.S. Merritt

R.
E.T.
M.
K.

J.C.

Accelerator Group

(5)

Computer

J.S.
N.C.
R.L.
L.H.
J.J.
J.J.
R.E.

A.S.C.
K.T.

J.P.D.
W.L.
F.J.
R.A.
E.C.
D.J.

Control Group

R.B.

Barsczewski
Bray
Brown
Bucholtz
Gallant
Hill
Howard
Hyde
McKee
O'Dacre
Perry
Sharp
Surette
Wai to
Yaraskavitch

Walker

Radioisotope Standardization Group

J.
H.
L.
B.
L.

Students

Bauer '6)
Clifford (7;
Delanoy (8)
Gaimnie i.9)
Harris <10)

F.H.
L.V.
A.R.

and Visitors

Gibson
Smith a)
Rutledge b)

V. Koslowsky (11)
D.C. Martin
P. Restle

(12)
(13)

J.F. Sharpey-Schafer (14;
R.E. Warner
W.M. Zaleski

Laboratory Services and Workshop

G.M.
M.

Boire
Desrochers

Secretarial Staff

J.R.H.
R.J.

Bowes
Elliott

(15)
(16)

a) also has responsibilities in Sec. I and II
b) " " " " Sec. I
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(1) On leave of absence at University of Aarhus, Denmark;
left 29 August.

(2) Attached staff from Centre de Recherches Nucleaires,
7037 Strasbourg, France; left 26 September.

(3) Postdoctoral Fellow; left 1 September.

(4) Visiting professor from University of Montreal; arrived
11 September.

(5) Visiting scientist from University of Munich; arrived
4 August.

(6) Student attached from the University of Toronto; arrived

12 May, left 11 Fspt.ember.

(7) Graduate student attached from the University of Toronto.

(8) Summer student from the University of Toronto; left
5 September.

(9) Student from the University of Waterloo; left 5 September.

(10) Summer student from the University of Waterloo; left
1 September.

(11) Graduate student attached from the University of Toronto;
left 13 September.

(12) Visiting student from Oberlin College; left 18 August.

(13) Visiting student from Oberlin College; left 18 August.

(14) Summer visitor from Oliver Lodge Laboratory, Liverpool,
U.K.; left 21 September.

(15) Visiting professor from Oberlin College; left 18 August.

(16) Summer student from the University of Saskatchewan; left
5 September.
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2.2 Parity Violations in Photodisintegration of Deuterium

A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle (Neutron & Solid State Physics
Branch), W. Zaleski, J.J. Hill and K. Evans (Physical
Chemistry Branch)

Work has begun on an experiment to search for parity

violation in the photodisintsgration of deuterium near

threshold by using a circularly polarized bremsstrahlung

beam. A parity violating effect (P = -(1.30 ± 0.45) x 10 ,

significantly larger than theoretical calculations
— 8

(P ~ 5 x 10 ) has previously been reported (V.M. Lobashov,

Nucl. Phys. A197 (1972) 241) for the circular polarization

of y-rays from the inverse reaction H(n,y)d. Recent cal-

culations by H.C. Lee (PR-P-119: 4.11; AECL-6366) confirm

that photodisintegration by circularly polarized y's near

threshold is primarily sensitive to the same parity mixing

as the inverse experiment. The predicted difference in

total cross section between left and right circularly polar-

ized bremsstrahlung is about 5 x 10

The present experiment will search for variations in

the intensity of neutrons produced in a deuterium target

(probably D-O) by beams of left and right circularly

polarized bremsstrahlung produced by a 2.6 MeV, longitudinally

polarized e beam from the Electron Test Accelerator (ETA)

(see PR-P-117: 6.2.3; AECL-6177, for details of bremsstrah-

lung production at 3.5 MeV for ^ 10 mA electron current).

A source of longitudinally polarized electrons is being

developed which is a CW version of the Peggy It source devel-

oped for SLAC. Polarized electrons will be produced by

photoemission from negative electron affinity (NEA) gallium

arsenide crystals illuminated by circularly polarized laser
— 8

light. An ultra high vacuum system (̂  1.1 x 10 Pa or 8.5 x

10 torr) is now in operation containing facilities to

create NEA photocathodes by the application of cesium and

oxygen to specially heat treated GaAs. The neutron and gamma

sensitivity of a B lined ionization chamber has been tested

at the ZED-2 reactor and in the bremsstrahlung beam at the
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ETA. Target design is in progress with the assistance

of Q. Walker (Plant Design) and S. Kushneriuk (Theoretical

Physics).

Preliminary calculations of neutron fluxes indicate

that statistical accuracy sufficient to observe the

theoretically predi.cted parity violation may be obtained.

2.3 Deuteron and pn Clusters in ' Li

R.E. Warner {Oberlin College), G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies,
A.J. Ferguson and P.J. Restle (Oberlin College)

Deuteron and pn cluster probabilities in ' Li have

been investigated in ' He + 'Li reactions. Targets
*) f\ 7

consisting of ^ 0.5 mg/cm of ' Li evaporated on thin
3 4 ++carbon backings were bombarded with 33 MeV ' He ions.

. • -. Coincident particles were detected in two AE-E counter

telescopes positioned on opposite sides of the beam. Data

were obtained ^t 12 different geometries in order to study

several three-and four-body final states including:

Li ( He,aa)'d, Li ( He,aa)pn, Li ( He, Hed)an, Li(a,aa)dn,
6Li(3He,3Hea )-d/ .6Li(3He,3Hea)pn, 6Li(a,aa)d and 6Li(a,aa)pn.

Analysisaef the^results is in progress.

••'•' & 1 5 92.4 Coulomb Excitation Studies in Tb_

R. Chapman, H. Leslie, P. Skensved and M. Maynard (Queen's
University, Kingston)1, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, J. Sharpey-
Scha'fer

' 159
The nucleus Tb has been studied in some detail by

techni'que-s.^f 'y-ray spectroscopy in Coulomb excitation with
4 0 "' ' '-1 ..Ca beam at*- 160 MeV. Deexcitation Y~rays were detracted

• - . • ' * - 4 0

in coincidence with backscattered Ca ions. Measurements
of lifetimes were made with both the recoil distance and
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Doppler broadened lineshape methods. Gamma-ray angular

distributions and y-branching ratios were also determined.

From analysis of this data it will be possible to extract,

in a model independent fashion, absolute B(E2) and BfMl)

values in the ground state rotational band thus obtaining

a detailed test of the rotational model.

2.5 Very High Spin'Yrast States in Dy and Dy

B. Haas, O. HSusser, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, D. Horn,
with T.L. Khoo and R.K. Smither (Argonne National Laboratory)

Two-long lived isomers [T, = 6 ns, E = 4863 keV
2 1 51 x

and T, = 13 ns, E = 5968 keV] in Dy and [T, = 60 ns,
• ̂  X 2 1 5 2

E = 5035 + A keV and T, = 10 ns, E = 6076 + A keV] in Dy

had been reported previously. These results were obtained

from very extensive y-spectroscopic measurements with the
32 32

( . S,xn) reaction and pulsed S beams (PR-P-118:2.9,

AECL-6216).

We have* now identified yrast states lying above

the 13 ns and 10 ns isomers and measured the angular

distribution of the deexciting y-rays in a delayed-prompt

gamma coincidence experiment. We have observed yrast states

to higher spins than have ever been observed before. The

results ar.e summarized in Tables 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. In the
152

case of a. Dy, we also carried out a lifetime measvrement

using the plunger technique (PR-P-119: 2.6; AECL-6366).

For I >_ 37/2 (151Dy) and I >_ 14 (152Dy) , the yrast

states scatter about straight lines on a E vs 1(1+1) plot,

indicating that E % =^ 1(1+1). This quadratic dependence

on spin of the yrast energy confirms the predictions made

on the basis of a Fermi gas model (A. Bohr and B. Mottelson,

Nuclear Structure, vol. 2, Benjamin 1975). The irregular-

ities of the yrast lines suggest that the angular momentum

is generated by alignment of particle spin instead of by

collective rotation, thereby ruling out the possibility of
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large prolate deformation. The yrast line generated by

collective rotation of a prolate rotor (see for example
156Dy: PR-P-116: 2.14, AECL-6083) would in fact be a

smoothly increasing function of spin.

The effective moments of inertia obtained from the

slopes of the two yrast lines are: 2^-n = 106 MeV~ in
151Dy and 2^4i2 = 142 MeV"1 in 152Dy whereas the rigid

sphere values are 118 MeV~ and 120 MeV~ respectively. The

data thus suggest a spherical shape in the case of Dy.

An oblate deformation at high angular momentum might be

responsible for the large effective moment of inertia in

Dy. However, shell-structure effects can also contribute

towards increasing 2§y'n .

The unusually large population of the very high spin

states ooserved in the present work, e.g. ^ 84% of the

t S,4n) cross section at spin 17ft and °» 34% at spin 29'h

are also consistent with this picture. With a spherical

or oblate shape one expects a rapid uecay of the y-rays to

the yrast. line,via*statistical cascades following neutron

emission. With a prolate or triaxial shape, enhanced,

stretched E2 transitions can compete with the statistical

transitions,,several MeV above the yrast line. Tha y-decay

is thus channelled along paths parallel to the yrast line,

with the consequence that the yrast line itself is largely

bypassed at large spins. This may provide an explanation

for why Srery high spin states have not been observed in

previous (H.I.-xn) studies, which have mainly been centered

on prolate cases.



Very High Spin Yrast States in Dy and •Dy

TABLE 2.5.1

i52Dy

TABLE 2.5.2

1 5 1oy

(keV)

7067 +

7608 +

7829 +

8796 +

8944 +

9346 +

10058 +

10489 +

11268 +

11953 +

12342 +

12704 +

«-*

A

A

A

A

A

A
A

A

A

A

A
A

\
(keV)

990.7

541.3

220.6

967.0

147.6

402.5

1114.0

711.5

431.2

779.6

684.9

388.6

362

23 •*

25 +

27 •*

28 +

2 9 ->•

3 0 -»•

3 1 •*

3 1 •+

32 -*

33 +

3 5 •*

3 6 ->•

(37) +

I f •

21

23

25

27

28

29

29

30

31

32

33

35

36

(keV)

6973

7156

8239

8617

9576

9787

10375

11514

12264

EY
(keV)

1005.3

182.2

1083.3

377.7

959.2

211.7

588

1139

750

I

h + if

45/2 + 43/2

47/2 -v 45/2

51/2 ->- 47/2

53/2 -> 51/2

55/2 -> 53/2

57/2 -» 55/2

61/2 + 57/2

63/2 + 61/2

65/2 * 63/2

A is the energy of an unobserved transition
deexciting the 60 ns isomer; that transition
has been suggested by J.F.W. Jansen et al.
(International Conference on Nuclei far
from Stability, Cargese, 19 76) and confirmed
in our work.
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15?
2.6 Lifetimes of High Spin States in Dy

B. Haas, J.F. Sharpey-Schafer, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews,
D. Horn, W. Trautmann, 0. Hausser

We have performed recoil distance measurements to

obtain lifetimes for states in x Dy populated by the

reaction 122Sn(34S,4n)152Dy at 150 MeV. This nucleus is

the subject of an intensive research program, since it

exhibits the highest spin, discrete y-r- y transitions yet

observed, J "" 37. (B. Haas et aL, PP P-119, 2.5; AECL-6366).

To enhance y-rays feeding the 60 ns isome,: (J = 16 or 17)

relative to background, y-spectra from a Ge(Li) detector

were recorded in a delayed coincidence arrangement with an

array of four Nal(T£) detectors so that only events in which

the Ge(Li) pulse was followed by a NaI(T£) pulse during the

time period 10 < t < 150 ns were recorded. It was there-

fore not necessary to pulse the beam.
122 —2

The targets were made by evaporating Sn (̂  1 mg-cm )

onto stretched gold foils (̂  1 mg cm ). Since we had earlier

found that these targets would not survive the beam levels

necessary for the experiment, we used a defocussed beam

(̂  4 mm diameter) obtained by passing the regular beam

through a 400 ygm-cm gold foil situated about 60 cm from

the target-chamber.

The introduction of an annular silicon detector into

the apparatus enabled us to take advantage of the stretched
34gold layer in the target, by applying a backscattered S

coincidence condition to the Ge(Li) detector. It was then

possible to obtain recoil-distance data for the 548 keV

transition Coulomb excited in the gold layer. The lifetime

for this transition is well known, so that we were able to

monitor accurately the real target-stopper separation.

Analy'si s of the decay curves was performed with a

computer program which took into account the cascada decays

of five levels, each level fed by an independent side feed.

The strengths of the side feeds were deduced from the

observed y-ray intensities.
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The analysis was started from the highest transition

and carried on down the level scheme, applying the experi-

mentally determined lifetimes for one level as the feeding

correction to the next. The occurrence of side feeding

introduced ambiguities in the analysis, and we have

considered two distinct cases. In case 1 we assume that the

side feeding time corresponds to a single exponential of

T = 0.5 ps, and in case 2 we assume that the time structure

of the side feed is the same as that arising from above the

level. These may be considered to be limiting situations

although case 1 is probably closer to reality. The results

are summarized in Table 2.6.1.

TABLE 2.6.1
152,.Lifetimes for high spin states in Dy (cf text).

1
: E (keV)

• 388

, 431

; 1114

• 402

147

967

220

262

2 5 3

. 6

. 2

. 0

.5

.6-"

.6

.4

. 5

i

I

j

>

Assignment

36 +

3 2 ' ^

3 1 •*

3 0 •+

29 ->

2 8 •*

27 -+

2 1

18

35

31

29

29

28

27

25

19

17

Multipolarity

[

; 1

1

( E ) 2

1

1

1

2

2

1

1
|
j 9 . 9

i 22

! 10 .1

1 50
f

! 35
i
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7
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<0.5 pw

53 ± 17

<0.5 p s

2300 + 300
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t Lifetime + feedtime
tt Electronically determined value = 2000 + 300 ps
ttt Electronically determined
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These results indicate that the high spin yrast
152states in Dy have little collectivity. An interesting

and rather direct comparison can be made with levels in
156Dy populated in the reaction 136Xe + ?'4Mg (Ward et aL,

PR-P-115: 2.9; AECL-5966) which brought in a comparable

amount of angular momentum. Simply considering the experi-

mental decay curves for the two cases we find that for

Dy, the J = 22 level is half depopulated 0.6 ps after
152the reaction, whereas for Dy the J = 30 level passes that

point at t ^ 20 ps. We have chosen J = 30 for this comparison

because all discrete y-rays originating for states above

J = 30 have energies in excess of 350 keV.

2.7 g-Factors in Molybdenum Isotopes

0. Hausser, B. Haas, J.F. Sharpey-Schafer, D. Ward,
H.R. Andrews

The recently discovered strongly enhanced transient

magnetic fields (ETF's) have been used to measure g-factors

of shortlived 2 states in isotopes of molybdenum. Targets
2

consisting of ^ 0.7 mg/cm thick foils of isotopically

enriched ~"~ Mo were Coulomb excited by beams of 130 MeV
40 '•' 2

Ca. The recoils passed subsequently through 3.6-4 mg/cm
thick annealed iron and stopped in a copper backing. Gamma

40rays coincident with backscattered Ca were detected in

four Ge(Li) detectors positioned at maxima of the slopes

•for the 2 •* 0 y-ray angular distributions, i.e. at 9 = ± 70

and 6 = ± 110°. This highly symmetric arrangement allows

one to calculate four independent double ratios of y-ray

yields; two of these are a measure of the transient field

precession effect and the remaining two should be nearly

unity and thus provide a valuable test of systematic errors.
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In Table 2.7.1 the measured transient field angles,

<j>_p, are shown. The values are averages of the two independent

measurements and are corrected for the effects of th^ applied

polarizing field on incoming beam and scattered particles.

From <(>TPf corresponding g-factors have been deduced assuming

a linear dependence of the ETF on atomic number, Z, and

velocity, v, of the recoil, i.e.

B(v,Z) = aZv/v .

The empirical value a = 10.9 ± 1.0 T, fits closely the

calibration data obtained for 82Se, 106Pd, and 110Cd
169 194(N. Roller, private communication), and for Tm and Pt

(see PR-P-118: 2.11 and 2.12; AECL-6216). The errors quoted

in Table 2.7.1 for the g-factors include uncertainties in

the ETF calibration (10%) in the energy loss of the recoil

ion (6%), in the slope of the 2' •* 0 angular distribution
92(6%), and in the measured L . In Mo an additional error

arises from the poorly known mean life of the 2 state which

is comparable to ^ 0.7 ps, the transit time of the recoils.

In Table 2.7.1. theoretical predictions of the g-factors

are also shown. The theoretical values are strongly dif-

ferent for the lightest isotopes where experiment indicates
2 + 92

a predominant (gg .^,2 ) proton structure for Mo. This

feature is only included in the microscopic BCS calculation

of Lombard (ref. c). More schematic models such as the

hydrodynamic model with different pairing gaps for protons

and neutrons (ref. d), or the random phase approximation

(ref. e) are clearly inadequate to explain the observed

variations across the isotopes.



TABLE 2.7.1

Isotope

9 2Mo

9 4 Mo

9 6 Mo

9 8 M O

100Mo

(MeV)

1.510

0.871

0.778

0.788

0.536

a)
T2+
(ps) .

0.56 + 0.09

4.15 ± 0.06

5.28 ± 0.06

5.04 + 0.09

18.0 ± 0.3

g -Fac to r s i n Molybdenum i s o t o p e s

V i / v o

6.19 ,

5.94

6.17

6.20

5.87

iron
thickness
(mg/cm2)

3.95

3.58

3.70

3.75

3.96

Pa

(mrad)

32.7 ± 2.0

14.1 + 1.5

15.4 ± 1.4

22.2 ± 1.7

21.2 ± 1.4

b)
g

1.07 + 0.19

0.33 ± 0.06

0.34 ± 0.05

0.49 ± 0.08

0.43 ± 0.06

c)

1.27

0.36

0.33

0.34

0.36

Theory

d)

0.38

0.37

0.36

0.36

0.35

e)

-0.41

0.20

0.43

0.49

a) from Paradis et al. Phys. Rev. CU_ (1976) 835.

b) systematic errors are included as shown in the text.

c) R.J. Lombard, Nucl. Phys. A114 (1968) 449.

d) W. Greiner, Nucl. Phys. 80 (1966) 417.

e) L. iCisslinger and R. Sorensen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 35_ (1963) 853.
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2.8 On the Experimental Verification of the Lindhard-Winther
Field

0. Hausser, H.R. Andrevzs, D. Ward, J.F. Sharpey-Schafer,
B. Haas

The recent discovery of strongly enhanced transient

fields (ETF) acting on fast recoils in polarized ferro-

magnetic media enables one to measure g-factors with mean-

lives as short as T > 0.1 ps. The ETF is believed to

result from vacancy production of deep-lying atomic shells

followed by capture of polarized electrons, and is roughly

proportional to the recoil velocity, v. At high recoil

velocities (v/v > 2) the ETF dominates th& Lindhard-Winther

(LW) field which arises from Coulomb scattering of polarized

electrons and is proportional to 1/v. Although the LW

field was exclusively used to interpret experimental

precession results until ^ 1974 it is now frequently ignored

in analyses of high-velocity data. The experimental

verification of the LW field necessarily involves very low

recoil velocities and the use of thick Fe foils to stop

the recoils. Previous experiments have been inconclusive

because of uncertainties in the precession angles resulting

from static hyperfine fields. We have searched for the LW

field by Coulomb exciting Mo(2 ) at widely different initial

recoil velocities, v., with beams of C, " 0 , S and Ca.

The probe nucleus has a very short meanlife (T = 5.3 ps)

and the static field precession in t>.ick iron is almost

negligible. The measured precession angles, <J>TF/ are shown

in table 2.8.1. They are compared to two predictions
40

derived from thin iron data obtained with 130 MeV Ca

(see PR-P-118: 2.12; AECL-6216). The predictions assume an

ETF approximated by

B (v) = a Z v/v

and either include (fitted value a = 9.9+ L O T ) or exclude

(fitted value a = 10.9 + 1.0 T) the LW field. The crucial
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low-energy data points, especially the one obtained with

an 0 beam, tend to favor the solution which includes the

LW term. A more accurate repeat experiment should settle

the question conclusively.

Transient Field

Beam

12c
16o
32s
40Ca

initial
velocity
vi / vo

1.73

2.49

5.09

6.09

TABLE

Precession

•

19

34

51

59

TF/g=o.

(mrad)

.1 + 3.

.4 ± 3.

.8 + 4.

.7 + 3.

2.8

for

34

2

2

4

4

.1
96 +

ETF+LW

(mrad)

25 3 + 1

34.8 + 2

58.2 + 4

66.3 ± 5

in

a)

.3

.0

.4

.1

Thick

12

20

45

56

Iron

ETF b )

(mrad)

.4

.0

.9

.0

+ 1.1

+ 1.8

± 4.2

± 5.1

a) thin iron precession is reproduced assuming g = 0.34 and
ETF (a = 9.9 ± 1.0 T) + LW field

b) thin iron precession is reporduced assuming g = 0.34 and
ETF c-ily (a = 10.9 ± 1.0)

2.9 High Velocity DSAM Lifetime Measurements of the
1.962 MeV, 2+ Level in 1 8O

T.K. Alexander, J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and
I.V. Mitchell (Solid State Science Branch)

Our previous experiments with the He( 0, He) 0

reaction (PR-P-117: 2.5; AECL-6177) and the 1H(18O,1H)18O

reaction (PR-P-118: 2.5; AECL-6216) to produce 1 80 nuclei

recoiling at 'v 4.5% v/c and <v 7.3% v/c respectively

indicated that an anomalous lifetime was being obtained

for the 7.3% v/c data. It was suggested (PR-P-118: 2.5;

AECL-6216) that the anomaly could be attributed to the target
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material, which was 200 (jg/cm of hydrided erbium on a 25 \xm

thick silver backing.
l 1 fl 1 1 ft

We have obtained new data using the H( O, H) 0

reaction with targets made by implanting H into foils
2

consisting of 100 jag/cm of Zr on 25 m of either Ag or Au.

This target fabrication technique does not involve heating

the foils and should reduce the possibility that the

zirconium and silver or gold interdiffuse.

TABLE 2.9.1

Summary of Measurements

Target T (ps)

4He in Au 2.88 + 0.19 (0.12) (a)

4He in Ag 2.92+0.17 (0.09)

4He in Cu 3.06 + 0.18 (0.09)

Er-hydride on Ag 2.65 + 0.15 (0.07)

1H in Zr on Ag 2.56 + 0.14 (0.05)

1H in Zr on Au 2.87 £ 0.16 (0.07)

a) Uncertainty shown in brackets is a statistical error
only; the quoted error includes a 5% uncertainty for
the stopping power.

The results from our present and previous measure-

ments are summarized in Table 2.9.1. The values from the
4 1

three He-implanted targets and the Zr H/Au target are

consistent with each other. The results for the Zr H/Ag

and ErHx/Ag targets, although agreeing with each other, are

inconsistent with the other values. Also the detailed shape

of the Doppler-broadened lines observed from the Zr H/Ag and
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ErH /Ag targets are not fitted well by the calculated

shapes. For these reasons we believe that the silver-

backed hydrogen targets give incorrect lifetime values.

2.10 Radioisoir-ope Dating with the MP Tandem Accelerator

H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, J.C.D. Milton with
Y. Imahori and N. Burn (NRX Operations Branch) and
R.M. Brown (Environmental Research Branch)

New experiments have been carried out with the MP

Tandem-QD3 Spectrometer radioisotope dating system (PR-P-117:

2.7, AECL-6177; PR-P-118: 2.2, AECL-6216). The stability of

the generating voltmeter (GVM) with new bearings and a carbon

brush grounding the rotor is greatly improved although

drifts of ^ 2-3 kV were still apparent. A separate experiment

was carried out to test the possibility of stabilizing the

terminal by means of time of flight of the beam through the

accelerator. A scattering foil and detector installed just

in front of the. object cup detected beam bursts generated

by the beam pulsing system. For the purposes of the test an

annular foil was used so that most of the beam was focussed

through the object slits and the terminal was stabilized with

the image slits. On a several hour run under these con-

ditions it was found that the GVM drift was ^ 2-3 kV and

the timing drift was ^ 5 times worse.

In the light of this result it has been decided to

open the slits of the accelerator-spectrometer system to

broaden its energy acceptance. An additional cycle will

be introduced to the data taking sequence to allow periodic

readjustment of the terminal voltage calibration of the GVM

by the machine operator. The larger energy acceptance of

the system :will also require a larger area E counter on the

focal surface of the spectrometer. The options for this

are to e.mploy a"larger rectangular silicon counter or an

ionization chamber. In the latter case the time of flight

parameter is no longer available but the use of a crossed-

field velocity filter, to be described in the next paragraph,
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renders the time of flight information redundant.

A first attempt to detect Cl was unsuccessful

because of the large background of ' Cl arising from the

simultaneous injection of microampere quantities of these

isotopes when the source injection magnet was set for

Cl. To overcome this problem a Wien filter has been con-

structed with two units each composed of a 45 cm electro-

static steerer and a large steering magnet of similar design

to the smaller ones used in the beam transport system. With

this velocity filter it was easy to separate beams of Cu

and Cu of the same rigidity. In spite of the rate problem

with Cl and Cl it appeared that the focal surface counter

system had sufficient resolution to separate the Cl isotopes,
, 36,,., - 36,,and Cl from S.

The next experiments will incorporate the improve-

ments described and it is expected that a new version of the

sputter ion source will be available with adjustable

focussing and steering of the cesium beam/ promising higher

beam currents.

2.11 Beta-Neutrino Correlations from the Kinematic Shift of
Beta-Delayed Particles

E.T.H. Clifford, J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid
State Physics Branch), R.E. Azuma (University of Toronto),
V.T. Koslowsky and R.J. Bauer

Mono-energetic positrons and negatrons, provided by

the 77/2 B-spectrometer, have been used to measure the response

function of the 3-telescope at several incident electron

energies. The positron source was Ga produced at the tandem

accelerator by the Zn(p,n) Ga reaction. Since the zinc
2

foils (100 mg/cm ) used for targets in previous experiments

c.id not stand up reliably to the proton beam (800 nA at

12 MeV), a water-cooled target was designed. The new

target was bombarded with a 1.5 \iA beam current for 12 hours

and showed no sign of deterioration. Response function

measurements at additional incident electron energies are

planned.
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The modification to the skimmer chamber for the 20Na

experiment (PR-P-114: 2.8, AECL-5845) is presently being

built.

2.12 Precision Mass Measurements

V.T. Koslowsky, J.C Hardy, E.T.H. Clifford, H. Schmeing
(Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch), R.E. Azuraa (University
of Toronto)

A determination of reaction Q-values to a relative

precision of hundreds of electron-volts (PR-P-118: 2.21,

AECL-6216) requires detailed information on the role of

atomic effects in the target and residual nuclei. For

example, if one determined the Q-value of the reaction
14 12

N(d,a) C at a beam energy of about 15 MeV from the energy

of the outgoing a-particles measured at 180 , J_he result

would change by 4.5 keV if instead of the atomic mass of

the target nucleus one used the nuclear mass. Thus the

knowledge of the effective target mass, or the degree of

ionization of the target nucleus, becomes essential.
14 12We have selected a pair of reactions, N(d,oc) C

and N(d,a) C, where we feel that, through comparison, a

determination of the effective target mass might be feasible,

as the masses of all participating particles are well known

and excitation energies in C well established.

In a preliminary experiment, a-particles from the

reaction N(d,a) C were observed at 180° with an annular

silicon surface barrier counter. The incident energy was

14.5 MeV. The resolution achieved, 18 keV for the pulser

and 38 keV for the a-groups, is expected to improve signifi-

cantly in subsequent runs because of thinner targets and

better shielding. TVdenine (Ĉ Ĥ N,-) proved to be a suitable

nitrogen target. Since count rate is not a major problem,

a centroid determination of the a-peaks to several hundred

electron-volts seems achievable. This would enable us to

determine the effective degree of ionization to ± 30%.
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2.13 The On-Line Isotope Separator

J.C. Hardy, W.L. Perry, H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid State
Physics Branch)

Essentially all aspects of the inter-unit and control

wiring have been completed and successfully tested. The

70 kv high voltage supply is currently being tested in

preparation for producing the first off-line beam. After

minor sources of sparking were eliminated, the specified

maximum voltage was achieved. Long-term stability tests

also verified that the reference voltage was constant to

the specified 10 ppm. However, verification of the long-

term stability of the complete high voltage system has been

thwarted by the failure of a 48-volt power supply lost in

the early sparking. The tests are continuing.

2.14 Ion Source Development for the On-Line Separator

J.C.L. Harris, J.C. Hardy with R.L7. Toone and H. Schmeing
(Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch)

The modification of the CERN type FEBIAD on-line

ion source (PR-P-118: 2.20, AECL-6216) for the isotope

separator has been completed, and the drawings have been

submitted to the shops. Calculations for the ion source

magnet for this source have been completed and a detailed

design study is in progress. Geometrical restrictions

imposed by the existing ion source housing force the magnet

to be located within the vacuum chamber; it will be of the

high current type (250A) and internally water cooled.
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2.15 The Decays of 35K and 36K

J. C. Hardy

Neutron deficient isotopes of potassium were prod-

uced with the ISOLDE separator at CERN (work done in

collaboration with Ewan, Hagberg, Hansen, Jonson, Mattsson,

Tidemand-Petersson and Asboe-Hansen). Beta-delayed yrays

and protons were recorded in the first observation of the

decay of K, while (3-delayed protons and alphas were both

observed from K. The absence of any activity attributable

to K strongly indicates the nucleon instability of that

nucleus. This location for the proton drip-line is in

accordance with expectation

Preliminary analysis of the data yields positive

identification of the lowest T=3/2 state in 35Ar at 5569 keV.

Complete analysis is expected to refine this result and

yield an uncertainty of about ±1 keV. A log ft value for

the superallowed (3-transition populating this state will

also be obtained.

2.16 Gamma Lifetimes from the p-x-ray Coincidence Technique

J.C. Hardy

Previous analyses of excited state lifetimes as measured

by the particle x-ray coincidence technique (PXCT) have

tacitly assumed that the average y~decay level width T is

considerably smaller than I"K, the atomic K-vacancy wiuth.

In practice (see, for example, PR-P-117: 2.11, AECL-6177) r

values appear to be somewhat larger than predicted, and this

results in some modifications to the published formalism.

Specifically, if a group of levels can decay by a single

proton channel, the fraction 4> of the coincident X-rays that

lie in the X-ray peak characteristic of the daughter nucleus

is given by:
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erfc/g

where

i

This replaces eqn. (7) in Macdonald et al, Nucl.Whys. A288

(1977) 1.

This modification improves the agreement with

experiment and extends the applicability of PXCT to the

measurement of y-ray lifetimes (providing, of course, that

the proton widths r of the levels under study are non-zero)

2.17 Dependence of Specific Energy Loss on Target Thickness

D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, with I.V. Mitchell and W.N. Lennard
(Solid State Science Branch)

In the series of stopping power measurements reported

in PR-P-118: 2.7, AECL-6218, we have observed a systematic

dependence of the specific energy loss dE/dx on foil

thickness; the thicker foils invariably gave a greater

stopping power. For example, we found that the observed

dE/dx for Ne in gold was ^ 12% higher for a 200 yg-cm~2

foil than for an 80 yg-cm~2 foil. Because multiple

scattering effects can return to the axis scattered ions

that have undergone considerable energy loss, a non-linear

dependence on target thickness is not unexpected. This

is particularly so in our system, which has an angular

acceptance (8, ; 1/2°) much smaller than the multiple

scattering half angle (9, = 15°). Quantitatively however,

we find that our effect is much larger than can be understood

from nuclear scattering (elastic collisions) alone.
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By applying the theory of Meyer, Klein and Wedell

(MKW) (Phys. Stat. Sol. (b) 83. (1977) 45) we find that it

is inelastic excitation (electronic) in close collisions

rather than elastic (nuclear) losses that contributes most

to that part of the energy loss associated with multiple

scatterings, i.e. the part that is non-linear in target

thickness.
20

To take a specific example, we find for Ne on Au

at v = 0.91 v the results giver in Table 2.16.1.

At present we have no way of knowing whether the

MKW parameters necessary to reproduce our thickness

dependences are reasonable or not. In the theory, these

same parameters should also describe the angle dependence

of the stopping power; however, only in one case have thick-

ness and angle dependences been determined for the same

system (G. Hogberg, Phys. Stat. Sol, (b) 4£ (1971) 829)

and there the MKW theory works reasonably well. Further

study is planned.

TABLE 2.17.1

Analysis of the thickness dependence for Ne in gold.
The thicker foil gives a larger specific energy loss.
The total loss in MKW theory is made up of three com-
ponents (Columns 4-6 which add to equal Column 2). The
electronic loss with no scattering is linear in target
thickness whereas losses associated with scattering
(Columns 5,6) are not.

Observed Specific
Foil Energy Energy Electronic Electronic Nuclear

Thickness Loss Loss (no scat ter ing) (with scattering) Loss

Wg.cm"2 (keV) (keV/(g.cm~2)) (keV) (keV) (keV)

79.9 35.2 0.441 31.7 3.0 0.42

201 99.5 0.495 79.7 17.3 2.43
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2.18 Measurements of the Relative Angular Efficiency of a Ge(Li)
Detector

T.K. Alexander, J.S. Forster, M.L. Delaney, G.C. Ball,
W.G. Davies

For the analysis of gamma-ray Doppler-broadened

lineshapes (see PR-P-118: 2.6, AECL-6216) and angular

distributions, the effect of the solid angle subtended by

the gamma-ray detector must be known. We have measured

the relative efficiency of a cylindrical Ge(Li) detector,

designated PGT VIII, (diameter = 53.5 mm, length 47 mm,

coaxial cylinder) as a function of the angle of incidence

and energy of the gamma rays (122, 660, 898, 1369, 1836

and 2754 keV), for three source-to-detector distances

(4.6, 8 and 10 cm between source and front face of the

detector container). The method used is described in

PR-P-118: 2.6, AECL-6216.

The results are summarized in Table 2.17.1 where

the relative efticiency curves have been fitted to a

Gaussian shape centered at 9 with a width parameter, a. The

Gaussian shape assumption is reasonable for E > 1 MeV.

These parameters are useful for calculating Doppler broad-

ening. For use in angular distribution analysis, the

attenuation factors, Q, , were evaluated and are given in

the table.
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TABLE 2.18.1

Summary of Results

E
(Mev)

0.66

0.898

1.369

1.836

2.754

D
(cm)

4.

8.

10.

4.

8.

10.

4.

8.

10.

4.

8.

10.

4.

8.

10.

6

0

0

6

0

0

6

0

0

6

0

0

6

0

0

9
(deg)

(12.23

( 7.82

( 6,30

(11.28

(7.30

( 7.23

11.58

7.63

6.24

10.50

6.88

5.99

11.15

7.35

6.17

a
(deg)

5.

3.

3.

5.

4.

4.

5.

4.

3.

6.

4.

4.

5.

4.

3.

12) a )

86)

26)

73)

31)

10)

80

04

41

78

94

13

95

16

62

°ib)

.966

.985

.989

.969

.986

.987

.966

.984

.988

.965

.983

.986

.966

.984

.988

Q2
b>

.900

.956

.968

.910

.957

.961

.900

.954

.967

.897

.949

.960

.902

.953

.964

Q3

.807

.913

.937

.826

.916

.924

.807

.909

.934

.802

.900

.921

.811

.908

.930

0 b )
Q4

.694

.857

.896

.722

.863

.876

.695

.852

.892

.687

.838

.871

.701

.850

.885

a) bracketed values are the results of a fit, but the data
are not well approximated by a Gaussian.

b) statistical uncertainties are on the order of 0.2% for
Q 1 7 0.4% for Q 2, 0.7% for Q, and 1.5% for Q..
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2.19 Reaction Products of 0 + 0

A.J. Ferguson, B. Cujec (Laval University), D. Horn and
R.E. Warner (Oberlin College)

Earlier work (PR-P-115: 2.14, AECL-5966) directed

at studying the reaction 1 60 + 1 60 ->• 12C + 20Ne*,

Ne -+ 0 + a revealed that the coincidence rate between
12alpha particles and the C products was too small for

effective measurements. It was observed that the reaction

produced a relatively high yield of products around Mg

at an incident energy of 5 3 MeV. A further short run to

investigate these has been carried out at the same energy.

The experimental arrangement was the same as in the previous

run.

The reaction is 0 + 0 -*• Mg + 2a in which the

2 alphas may be emitted simultaneously or sequentially.

The latter process would lead to peaks in the parameter

space of the tf -=rgies of the two telescopes. Some

peaks are observeu che results, but are accompanied by

a background that covers most of the accessible parameter

space. The conclusion is that the Mg breakup is sequential,

but that contamination from neighbouring fission products

is probably present.

2.20 Polarization Sensitivity of a Planar Silicon Diode

A.J. Ferguson, M. Delaney

A program developed for the 6600 computer for com-

puting the polarization sensitivities of planar Ge(Li)

diodes (PR-P-117: 2.15, AECL-6177) has been applied to

silicon diodes, which have the advantage of retaining their

sensitivity to lower energies than germanium diodes. The

ranges of parameters covered in this calculation are:

energy, 0.08 to 8.0 MeV; depletion depth, 0.1 to 0.4 cm;

width, L.5 to 3.0 cm; length 0.5 to 2.5 cm. Empirical
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functions to approximate the sensitivity coefficients over

these ranges have been found.

2.21 Computer Aided Control System for the Superconducting
Cyclotron and MP Tandem

R.L. Graham, L.D. Hansen (Mathematics & Computation Branch),
R.B. Walker, L.V. Smith, and B.F. Greiner (Technical
Information Branch)

During August the newer (1977 December) software

system was installed and debugged. The various MUMTI pro-

grams developed in the older software system (1976 December)

were transferred to the new system. These include the

programs for field mapping and monitoring the test magnet.

Minor modifications were made to several MUMTI programs to

permit proper functioning with the newer system.

The PDP-11/34 computer has worked reliably during

the past quarter.

A study plan of the VICKSI control software has been

organized. We feel that a fairly complete understanding is

essential before attempting to make extensive use of this

software for control purposes. Thus the documentation will

be the major software effort during the next year or more.

Construction of control modules for the knob units

and their associated alphanumeric displays is nearing com-

pletion. Assembly of test modules has begun; these will

be used for vigorous testing of the five different types of

commercial modules that will be used in large quantities

in the control system. Plans have been made for the con-

struction of manually operated module simulators; these will

permit the testing of power supplies and other equipment

in locations where a computer-controlled CAMAC crate is not

available.
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2.22 The Beam Transport System for the Chalk River Superconducting
Cyclotron

W.G. Davies, A. R. Rutledge

Assessment of the quotations for the beam transport

elements is now nearly complete. Each of the manufacturers'

designs has been studied with the 2-dimensional magneto-

statics program TRIM in order to determine the adequacy of

the pole and yoke designs.

In addition to this a number of other yoke and pole

designs have been studied in order to obtain a more general

understanding of design principles and of the limitations

of TRIM. The accuracy of TRIM has been checked by comparing

its predictions for the D2 magnet in the Chalk River Q3D

spectrometer with the field mapping data available. In

general TRIM makes predictions for field homogeneity that

are much better than those realized in practice. This is

not too surprising since TRIM cannot reproduce the eddy

current effects and differential hysteresis that occur in

a real magnet. The clamped fringe field region was quite

well reproduced considering the fact that TRIM cannot

correctly model the entrance and exit boundaries of a magnet.

A three-dimensional program is required for such studies.

In conclusion, TRIM appears to be accurate at the 1%

to 2% level and is certainly adequate for comparative

studies if care is taken in setting up the integration mesh.

The results of these studies indicate that the designs

of one of the bidders are significantly superior to the

others.
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2.23 Computers and Instrumentation

F.J. Sharp

Recently, problems have been experienced with one

of the Intel Memories, # 105 on the PDP-10. The cause was

finally traced to an intermittent fault in a bias power

supply, and repaired. Several memory problems have also

arisen lately on the PDP-1. Apparently, power interruptions

have caused the failure of several memory bus dri\ar boards

and associated circuitry.

The hardware problems with the PDP-1 Computer

caused several experiments to be rescheduled onto the PDP-10.

Since this was the first time in a long period that the

PDP-10 has been used on-line, there were some difficulties

with the hardware and software.

The microprocessor controller for the QD3 spectrometer

has been built and limited diagnostic testing of the con-

troller and the field stabilizer done.

All the LA-36 Decwriters on the PDP-10 computer have

been retrofitted with the Accelewriter 600 baud Decwriter

converter. This kit converts the standard 110/150/300

baud Decwriter to 110/300/600 baud, in effect it doubles

the speed.

2.24 Tandem Electronics

J.P.D. O'Dacre

The redesigned version of the analyzing magnet power

supply has been in use for two months at currents up to

250 A, Spot checks indicate that it is exceeding the

expected stability of one part in 10 over 2 4 hours.
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Modifications have been made to the original protective

circuits to cause shutdown of the supply and produce alarm

indications for any combination of cooling water interruption,

high temperature, or phase failure. Extended measurements

over this period (2 months) indicate that further improve-

ments in current stability can be made, if required.

The first two, second-generation fibre optic con-

trolled power supplies for the ion source have been com-

pleted and bench tested. Approximately 90% of the solid

state control circuitry is located on a single circuit board

which can be changed by opening the hinged front panel

without disturbing the supply. Other items sucb as trans-

formers and variacs have all been interconnected via terminal

blocks for easy removal. It is anticipated that emergency

service by operating personnel will be greatly facilitated

by these changes.

2.2 5 Target Preparation Laboratory

J.L. Gallant, D.J. Yaraskavitch

The following targets were prepared for Nuclear Physics
92 94experiments performed during this quarter:- Mo, Mo,

96MO, 98MO, 100MO, 1 5 9Tb, 1 2 8Te, 1 3 0Te, 1 2 2Sn, 1 2 4Sn, Na
37Cl,

Li, N. Al, Ag, Au, C, Cu, Si, Fe, Zr (natural), Bi, Ni,

Ta205 (natural) , Li^N, Li2O, Pt, adenine. Zircjnium was

evaporated onto gold and silver foils for hydrogen ion

implantation.
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Work done for other branches

Silicon films, 125 yg/cm thick were prepared for

Dr. D. Santry of the So1id State Science Branch, sulfur

on beryllium discs for Dr. J. Davies, and carbon, 10 yg/cm

thick and gold, 1 mg/cm thick for Dr. I.V. Mitchell of the

same branch. rive laser mirrors were aluminum and gold

coated for D. Bonnett of the Physical Chemistry Branch.

Aluminum and magnesium fluoride were evaporated on a mirror

for Dr. W. Boyd of the Physical Chemistry Branch. Aluminum,

2, 5, 10, 12, 15, 18, and 20 yg/cm thick was evaporated on

seven quartz discs for Dr. K. Evans of the Physical Chemistry

Branch.

Work done for universities

Potassium^41 as KI, 218 yg/cm , and 1.27 mg/cm2

thick was evaporated on gold backings for Prof. B. Robertson

of Queen's University.

2.26 MP Tandem Operation

J.C.D. Milton

Unscheduled shutdown time was again low, but consider-

able time was lost in searching for vacuum leaks in the

accelerating tubes after replacing the gridded lens and

other work. The leak was finally found to be through a

newly replaced roughing valve on the terminal tube section.

This is the valve normally used for the leak detoctor.

Outside participation was very high during the

quarter, only 2 of the 14 experiments did not involve

visitors, whose average participation was 50% in experiments

occupying 93% of the available time. The availability

is shown in Table 2.25.1
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TABLE 2

Beam available

Scheduled shutdown

Unscheduled shutdown

.26.1

hours

1202

611

395

%

54

27

17

.4

.7

.9

2208 100.0

2.27 4iry Ionization Chamber Calibration

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson

Work has begun on the accumulation of calibration

data for six new liners for the 4ity ionization chamber. This

data will be needed for the new system with an automatic

sample changer that is being built by the Counter Development

Section of the Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch.

Duplicate sets of three liners (polycarbonate, polycarbonate

plus cadmium foil and polycarbonate plus cadmium and

tantalum foils) have been received. The ion chamber response
198 57

for Au and Co has been determined for each of these six

liners with a precision of better than ± 0.1%. The agreement

between duplicate liners and the attenuation range they

offer is highly satisfactory. For Au (411.8 keV)

the agreement between duplicate liners is within 0.1% and

the three types of liner give an attenuation range of 20%.

For Co (average energy x 124 keV) the agreement between

duplicates is within 0.1% for the polycarbonate and 2% for

the thick liner with tantalum and cadmium foils; here the

range of attenuation among liners is a factor of 9. This

large factor will be valuable for measurements of certain

radionuclides that emit both low and high energy y-
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2.28 Test of Attainable Precision for Neutron Flux Monitoring
with the Use of Gold Foils

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson

A cooperative effort between Reactor Physics Branch

and this laboratory has been proposed by R.T. Jones for

the determination of the thermal neutron capture cross
232

section of Th by the activation method. It is proposed

that gold foils be used as neutron flux monitors. The

attainable precision of this part of the experiment has been

determined. Four 0.003 cm thick gold foils of known mass

were irradiated in the thermal column of NRU, dissolved

quantitatively and the resulting solutions were sealed in

ampoules which then were measured in the 4TTY ionization

chamber. The precision of the mass measurements was

sufficiently high (± 0.001%) to give a negligible contri-

bution to the overall precision. (The systematic uncertainty

is larger and will be investigated separately, but it does

not affect the attainable overall precision.) The computed

ion chamber response per unit mass of go.Ld foil gave a set

of results with a standard deviation for a single observation

of .08%, as shown below:

Foil
1

2

3

4

Response per unit mass

2.2356

2.2369

2.2328

2.2356

Foil no. 3 seems inconsistent but no reason for this is

known. Thus we conclude that the attainable precision for

this part of the cross-section experiment is 0.1%.
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2.29 The Half-Life of 233Pa

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson, A.R. Rutledge

233

A sample of Pa has been measured in the 4TTY

ionization chamber versus a Ra reference source for

approximately two months. These data give a preliminary

half-life value of 26.974 ± 0.012 days, where the uncertainty

shown is three times the standard deviation obtained from a

least squares fit. No impurities are yet detectable by
233

y-ray spectrometry. An accurate value for the Pa half-life232is required for the determination of the Th cross section
discussed above.

2.30 Standards Issued

J.S. Merritt, F.H. Gibson

51

''Cr - Health Physics
7

133

Cr - Environmental Research
51c
Co - Nuclear Physics

Ba - Neutron & Solid State Physics

- Nuclear Physics

- R. & I.S.
1 QQ

Au - Health Physics

2.31 Miscellaneous Services

J.S. Merritt

ISO Committee;

Seven drafts of documents to be issued by the

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) were

reviewed. Comments were submitted to the chairman of the

Canadian committee (CAC/ISO/TC 12). Minutes of a meeting

of this committee were prepared and submitted to its

chairman.
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Source Preparation for Nuclear Physics Branch:

88Y - four
24
Na - three from separate irradiations of Na_Co-

in the NRU reactor

Mass Measurements for Operations Division:

Mass values were determined for four pieces of Al

1% Co alloy for use as neutron flux monitors.

2.32 Laser Magnetic Resonance (L.M.R.)

D.R. Smith and J.D. Bonnett (Physical Chemistry Branch)
with J.S. Geiger

See PR-CMa-46: 3.2.4, AECL-6401.

2.33 Charge-State Dependendence of K-Vacancy Production in
Heavy Ion Atom Collisions Using Highly Stripped Projectiles

I.V. Mitchell, W.N. Lennard, P. Mokler (Solid State Science
Branch) with G.C. Ball

See PR-CMa-46: 1.2.1, AECL-6401.

2.34 Zinc Vapour Target Development

I.V. Mitchell, W.M. Lennard and P. Mokler (Solid State Science
Branch) with G.C. Ball and N.C. Bray

See PR-Cma-46: 1.2.4, AECL-6401.
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2.35 Publications, Reports and Lectures

a) Publications

44
DECAYS OF THE LOWEST T=2 STATE IN Ti

S.J. Freedman, C.A. Gagliardi, M.A. Oothoudt, A.V. Nero,
R.G. Robertson, F.J. Zutavern, E.G. Adelberger,
A.B, McDonald
Physical Review C17_ (1978) 2071

RADIOCARBON DATING EXPERIMENTS WITH THE CHALK RIVER MP
TANDEM ACCFLERATOR
H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, R.M. Brown, N. Burn, W.G. Davies,
Y. Imahori, J.C.D. Milton
Proceedings of Conference on Radiocarbon Dating with
Accelerators, Rochester, N.Y., April 20-21, 1978

AN UPPER LIMIT ON PARITY MIXING IN 21Ne
K.A. Snover, R. von Lintig, E.G. Adelberger, H.E. Swanson,
T.A. Trainor, A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle, C.A. Barnes
Physical Review Letters 4_1 (1978) 145

THE DECAY OF A T = -2 NUCLEUS: ARGON-32z
E. Hagberg, P.G. Hansen, J.C. Hardy, A. Huck, B. Jonson,
S. Mattsson, H.L. Ravn, P. Tidemand-Petersson, G. Walter
Physical Review Letters Z9_ (1977) 792

ALPHA DECAY OF NEUTPON-DEFICIENT YTTERBIUM ISOTOPES AND
THEIR DAUGHTERS
E. Hagberg, P.G. Hansen, P. HornshjzSj , B. Jonson,
S. Mattsson, P. Tidemand-Petersson, J.C. Hardy
Nuclear Physics A293 (1977) 1.

THE ESSENTIAL DECAY OF PANDEMONIUM: A DEMONSTRATION OF
ERRORS IN COMPLEX BETA-DECAY SCHEMES
J.C. Hardy L.C. Carraz, B. Jonson, P.G. Hansen
Physics Letters 7IB (1977) 307

PROPERTIES OF THE LIGHTEST KNOWN CAESIUM ISOTOPES, 1 1 4" 1 1 8Ca
J.M. D'Auria, J.W. Gruter, E. Hagberg, P.G. Hansen,
P. Hornshgij, B. Jonson, S. Mattsson, H.L. Ravn,
P. Tidemand-Petersson, J.C. Hardy
Nuclear Physics A301 (1978) 397

POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS AT THE CRNL MP TANDEM TO IMPROVE
ITS SUITABILITY FOR LOW CONCENTRATION ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS
J.C.D. Milton, H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, R.M. Brown,
N. Burn, W.G. Davies, Y. Imahori
Proceedings of Conference on Radiocarbon Dating with
Accelerators, Rochester, N.Y., April 20-21, 1978
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b) Lectures*

EXOTIC NUCLEI
J.C. Hardy
Lecture given at LBL, Berkeley, and University of Auckland,
August 1978

NUCLEI FAR FROM B-STABILITY: ARE THEY REALLY EXOTIC?
Invited talk at IAEA International Conference on
Nuclear Interactions, Canberra, Australia, August 28 -
September 1, 1978, by J.C. Hardy.

MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF EXCITED NUCLEAR STATES
Invited talk at xAEA International Conference on
Nuclear Interactions, Canberra, Australia, August 28 -
September 1, 1978, by O. Hausser.

ENHANCED TRANSIENT MAGNETIC FIELDS PROSPECTS FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF SUBPICOSECOND NUCLEAR
STATES
Seminar given at University of Auckland by 0. Hausser,
September 8, 19 78.

PREPARATION OF TARGETS FOR MEASURING G-FACTORS OF ISOMERIC
STATES AND FOR FISSION STUDIES OF MUONIC 235U + 2 3 8U.
Invited paper given at the World Conference of the Inter-
national Nuclear Target Development Society, Universitat
Miinchen, Garching, September 11 - September 14, 1978
by J.L. Gallant, and at CRN, Strasbourg, September 19, 1978.

DESIGN OF THE INJECTION SYSTEM FOR THE CHALK RIVER
SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON PROJECT
Talk given at the Eighth International Conference on
Cyclotrons and their Applications, Bloomington, Indiana
September 18-21, 1978, by W.G. Davies

*The text of these talks is not always available.
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NEUTRON AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS BRANCH

A.D.B. WOODS

3.1 Staff

3.2 Small-Angle Scattering from Detergent Micelles

3.3 Structure of Ammonium Periodate and Perrhenate

3.4 Structural Transitions in the Antifluorites (ND.).PtBr,
and Rb.Ptl,

3.5 Phonons and Rotary Modes in K_OsCl,

3.6 Phonons in Deuterated Ammonia

3.7 Lattice Dynamics of Cytosine Monohydrate

3.8 Neutron Diffraction in Plastic Crystals

3.9 Temperature Dependence of Neutron Scattering by
Liquid 4fje at the Roton Minimum

3.10 Temperature Dependence of the Condensate Fraction in
Superfluid 4He

3.11 Vacancy-Formation Energy in Type 316 Stainless Steel
by Positron Annihilation

3.12 The Resolution of the Bremsstrahlung Monochromator

3.13 Quasi-Free Scattering of 500 MeV Protons in Oxygen

3.14 Parity Violation in Photodisintegration of Deuterium

90

3.15 Zr(n,y) Thermal-Neutron Capture Cross Section

3.16 17O(n,Y)18O Reaction Studies

3.17 Photon Strength Functions

3.18 Reactor Beam-Hole Use

3.19 Supply and Servicing of Detectors and Systems

3.20 A New Station for Carbonization and Annealing
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3.21 Hydrogenation of CdTe

3.22 Electrical Contacts on CdTe

3.23 Photoconductivity Measurements of CdTe

3.24 Glassblowing, Machine Shop and Miscellaneous Services

3.25 Beta-Neutrino Correlations from the Kinematic Shift
of Beta-Delayed Particles

3.26 Precision Mass Measurements

3.27 The On-Line Isotope Separator

3.28 Ion-Source Development for the On-Line Separator

3.29 Publications and Lectures
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3.1 Staff
1

SECTION I

A.D.B. Woods
W.J.L. Buyers
G. Dolling
T.M. Holden(l)
S.M. Kim
P. Martel
B.M. Powell
E.C. Svensson

SECTION II

J.W. Knowles
E.D. Earle
M.A. Lone

SECTION III

J.G.V. Taylor

BRANCH HEAD: A.D.B. Woods

Technical Staff

SOLID

R.S.
H.F.
M.M.
D.C.

NEUTRON

W.M.
R.N.
W.F.

STATE PHYSICS

. Campbell
Nieman

. Potter
Tennant

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

Inglis
King
Mills

COUNTER DEVELOPMENT

R.G.C. McElroy(2) Mrs.
H. Schmeing M.A.

W.F.
R.J.

GLASSBLOWING

J.G. Wesanko R.R.

M.M.L. Atfield(4)
Gulick
Slater
Toone

WORKSHOPS

MacLanders

Summer Staff

G.S.
Ms.

B.C.

C.J.

A

Pawley(5)
L. Royer(6)

Robertson(

Virtue(8)

.H. Hewitt
H.C. Spenceley

DESIGN

D.B. Grant(3)
W. McAlpin

SECRETARIAL STAFF

Mrs. Dianne Mitchell

(1) On leave of absence for one year at Imperial College of
Science & Technology, London, England; left Aug. 23, 1978.

(2) Postdoctoral Fellow from University of Toronto.
(3) Seconded from Design and Technical Service Branch;

terminated Aug. 11, 1978.
(4) Terminated Sept. 20, 1978.
(5) Summer visitor from University of Edinburgh, Scotland;

left Aug. 25, 1978.
(6) Université de Montréal student; left Aug. 25, 1978.
(7) Summer visitor from Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario;

arrived Aug. 1, 1978; left Sept. 1, 1978.
(8) Queen's University student; left Sept. 15, 1978.
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3.2 Small-Angle Scattering from Detergent Micelles

B.M. Powell, P. Martel and S.M. Kim

As a preliminary to examining biological and

metallurgical structures having radii in the vicinity of

20 to 100 A we have carried out measurements on ALO

detergent**micelles in DjO solution with the C5 spectro-

meter. The radius of gyration R of these micelles was

first measured by Yeager (M.J. Yeager in "Neutron

Scattering for the Analysis of Biological Structures",

p. 111-3, BNL 50453, 1976). He obtained R =20.4 ±0.2 A.

We obtain R =20.0 ± 0.5 & using a variety of experimental

configurations including one in which the vertical diver-

gence of the spectrometer is decreased by a factor of ~5

from the usual value. Work is proceeding on optimization

of experimental variables in preparation for measurements

on transferrin and possibly, precipitates in metals.

3.3 Structure of Ammonium Periodate and Perrhenate

G. Dolling with S. Segel and J. Smith (Queen's University)

Powder specimens of ND4IO4 and ND4Re04 have been

studied by means of neutron powder-diffraction experiments

at the C4 spectrometer at the NRU reactor. Each powder was

contained in a thin-walled vanadium cylinder mounted in a

cryostat for measurements at 298 K and 100 K. A Ge(113)

monochromator crystal was used to provide an incident beam

of 1.547 A neutrons, and no energy analysis was made of the

scattered neutrons. Well-defined peaks were observed over

0

* 1 A = 0.1 nm.

'ALO detergent = 70% dodecyldiraethylamine oxide plus

30% tetradecylmethYiamine oxide.
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a range of scattering angles $ = 28 from 16° to 72°. These

were compared with spectra calculated on the basis of two

possible sets of positions of the D atoms within the

tetragonal unit cell. (The positions of the other atoms

are known from previous X-ray diffraction measurements.)

Neither of these sets of D positions provided fully satis-

factory agreement with experiment, and further analysis to

achieve such agreement is in progress. It is hoped that

this analysis will help in understanding, for example, the

unusually large thermal expansion coefficients, which are

of opposite sign, for the a and c axes in these materials.

3.4 Structural Transitions in the Antifluorites

and R ^ g

B.M. Powell and W.J.L. Buyers with M. Sutton and

A.L. Armstrong (University of Toronto)

Two-axis measurements have been made with the C5

spectrometer of the neutron scattering from powders of

(ND4)2PtBrg and Rb2PtIg. In NMR experiments these anti-

fluorites exhibited phase transitions but, unlike K2OsClg

(PR-P-113:3.6, AECL-5802).. showed no evidence for molecular

rotation. The neutron experiments were carried out at

temperatures in the range 4.2 K to 77 K. The results show

that the phase transitions involve a tetragonal stretching

of the unit cell along one of the cubic axes. For

(NH4)2PtBrg the c/a distortion is (2.1 ±0.2) %. The transi-

tion temperatures, determined from the temperature at which

the c/a distortion disappears, were 53 ± 2 K for (ND.KPtBr,

and 74 ± 2 K for Rb2PtIg.
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3.5 Phonons and Rotary Modes in K-,OsCl,

W.J.L. Buyers and B.M. Powell with M. Sutton and

R.L. Armstrong (University of Toronto)

Measurements of the low-lying lattice vibrational

spectra of K-OsClg at 7 K have revealed an interaction

between the rotary mode of the OsCl,- octahedron and the

transverse acoustic phonon branch. The experiment was

carried out on the N5 triple-axis spectrometer with a

Si (111) monochromator and a graphite (002) analyser set

for a fixed scattered-neutron-energy (E'/h) of 2.6 THz. The

rotary mode at the centre of the (351) zone, in which the

measurements were made, has a frequency of 0.50 ±0.03 THz.

3.6 Phonons in Deuterated Ammonia

G, Dolling, B.M. Powell and G.S. Pawley with J.W. Leech

(University of Waterloo)

The large single crystal of ND, described

previously (PR-P-118:3.3, AECL-6216) was successfully

cooled to 20 K and neutron coherent inelastic scattering

distributions were measured with the N5 triple-axis

spectrometer at many different V and R points in reciprocal

space. The phonon peaks were generally more sharply

defined than at 91 K, and some ambiguities of the previous

results at 91 K were resolved at the lower temperature.

At the F point, the triply degenerate P mode frequencies

are 4.0 (T), 5.25 (T), 5.78 (R), 8.2 (R) and 12.5 (R) THz,

where T,R indicate predominantly translational or rotational

character. In principle all these triplets may be split

into LO and TO modes by the macroscopic electric field, but

in practice we find the only significant splitting to be

for the 8.2 THz mode (TO at 8.2 THz, LO at 9.85 THz).
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The two non-degenerate A modes are at 3.03 and 7.40 THz

while the doubly degenerate E modes are at 3.95 and

6.92 THz. This assignment of the 6.92 and 7.40 THz modes

is the reverse of that of Binbrek and Anderson (Chem. Phys.

Letters lj^ (1972) 421) but is in agreement with the recent

and as yet unpublished calculations of Righini and co-

workers. More detailed analysis of all the results in

terms of suitable intermolecular force models is in

progress.

3.7 Lattice Dynamics of Cytosine Monohydrate

P. Martel and B.M. Powell

The low-lying Raman and infrared spectra of

cytosine monohydrate (CMH) have been measured respectively

by G. Kugel (Universite de Metz) and A. Gerbaux (University

de Nancy) using single crystals supplied by us. The Raman

frequencies of CMH have been found to be significantly

higher than those of isomorphous, anhydrous 1-methylthymine.

We have calculated these frequencies using an axially

symmetric model which takes account of both internal and

external modes. Frequency shifts due to deuteration have

been calculated and compared with experiment. According

to the model the higher frequencies of CMH result from

additional hydrogen bonding due to intercalated water.

Base hydration of this type is thought to contribute to

structural phase transitions in DNA. A joint publication

is being prepared.

3.8 Neutron Diffraction in Plastic Crystals

V.F. Sears (Theoretical Physics Branch), G. Dolling and

B.M. Powell

See PR-P-119:4.4 .
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3.9 Temperature Dependence of Neutron Scattering by Liquid He

at the Roton Minimum

E.C. Svensson and A.D.B. Woods

The measurements of S(Q,a>) of liquid He at

Q = 1.926 A , the roton-minimum position at low T, begun

in the previous quarter (PR-P-118:3.8, AECL-6216), were

completed on the L3 spectrometer. Analysis of the results,

which is not yet complete, supports the model previously

suggested (PR-P-118:3.7, AECL-6216) to describe S(Q,o>) at

lower values of Q, and, in particular, confirms the result

that the integrated intensity under the "one-phonon" peak

is proportional to p , the superfluid density,s

3.10 Temperature Dependence of the Condensate Fraction in

Superfluid 4He

E.C. Svensson, P. Martel and A.D.B. Woods

Measurements of S(Q,(o) for liquid He at large

momentum transfers at T = 1.1 and 4.2 K were earlier

analysed (PR-P-114:4.4, AECL-5845) to give the momentum

distribution of the atoms and, in particular, a value of

(6.9 ± 0.8)% for the Bose-Einstein condensate fraction at

T = 1.1 K. We have begun measurements of S(Q,w) for Q in

the range 3.0 to 8.5 A to determine the condensate

fraction more accurately at low temperature (~1 K) and as

a function of temperature up to T, , the superfluid transi-

tion temperature; preliminary results have been obtained

at T = 1.0 and 4.2 K at the L3 spectrometer. The mono-

chromator and analyser are, respectively, Be (110) and

Ge(113) with a fixed scattered-neutron energy of 8.70 THz.

The full width at half maximum of the elastic-scattering

peak from vanadium is 0.29 THz, about a factor of 2
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narrower than in the previous experiments. It is hoped to

achieve significantly better counting statistics, to

determine the fast-neutron background and empty-cassette

scattering more thoroughly, and to make more reliable and

more accurate corrections for the effects of order con-

tamination in the incident beam and of multiple scattering

than was done for the previous measurements. The computer

program to apply the appropriate corrections to and to

analyse the results is being written by V.F. Sears of

Theoretical Physics Branch (see PR-P-119:4.5).

3.11 Vacancy-Formation Energy in Type 316 Stainless Steel by

Positron Annihilation

S.M. Kim

The temperature dependence of the positron-

annihilation peak coincidence rate in type 316 stainless

steel (fee structure) has been measured from 20°C to

1300°C in 13 kPa argon atmosphere. About 5 x 10 coincident

counts were accumulated at each temperature in seven complete

scans. The peak rate increased linearly with temperature

from 20°C to 800°C with a slope slightly larger than the

volume thermal-expansion coefficient. Above 800°C the peak

rate increased rapidly with temperature indicating positron

trapping by thermally generated vacancies. Saturation

trapping was not observed at 1300°C, which is only about

75°C below the melting temperature.

Since a complete S-shaped curve cannot be obtained

for this alloy, the data were analysed according to the
S/ktrapping model assuming that the parameter viTfe ' , where

U is the trapping rate, T- is the free lifetime, and S is

the entropy, lies between 5 x 10 and 1.5 x 10 , as was done
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for a- and y-iron (J. Phys. F £ (1978) L103, AECL-6115).

Within these limits the vacancy-formation energy, E,, in

316 stainless steel was determined to be 1.61±0.20 eV.

3.12 The Resolution of the Bremsst.rahlung Monochromator

J.W. Knowles, W.F. Mills and R.N. King with T.E. Drake,

B. Pich and S. Yen (University of Toronto)

The resolution of the Chalk River bremsstrahlung

monochroraator at the University of Illinois Microtron

Laboratory (PR-P-117:3.14, AECL-6177) has been measured

directly with a 5 mm thick high-purity Ge detector

provided by the counter development section and described

in PR-P-106:3.21, AECL-5226. The detector was mounted in

a cryostat which was coupled directly into the vacuum

chamber of the magnetic spectrometer. Both the detector

and the radiator foil of the monochromator could be moved,

with an external control, to different positions in the

neighbourhood of the magnet pole-pieces. The detector,

behind a 1 mm lead slit, was used to measure the energy

spread of 3.3 MeV electrons scattered from the radiator

foil, 6 ym thick. The width of the pulse-height distri-

bution is a measure of the energy spread of the electrons

incident on the Ge detector. A minimum width, FWHM, of

7.7 keV was measured in the spectrometer focal-plane when

the radiator was located close to the minimum gap between

the magnet pole-pieces. This value, after correcting for

the natural pulse-height spread of the detector, for the

finite width of the lead slits, for the energy spread in

the beam incident on, and for the energy loss in, the

radiator, is reduced to 5.9 keV. We attribute this net

width to spherical-aberrational effects of the spec-

trometer geometry.
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3.13 Quasi-Free Scattering of 500 MeV Protons in Oxygen

E.D. Earle with the University of Alberta Group at TRIUMF

In-plane coincidence measurements of the O(p,pn)

and O(p,2p) cross section and angular distribution at

500 MeV incident-proton energy have been made at TRIUMF.

The Medium Resolution Spectrometer (MRS) positioned at 22%°

to the incident beam was used to detect the outgoing proton

(AE x 1.5 MeV) and 16 plastic scintillators operating in

the time-of-flight mode were used to detect the outgoing

neutron or other proton.

In addition to the differential cross section,

analysis of these measurements will give the positions and

widths, in energy, of the neutron and proton orbits, in-

cluding the separation of the V^/2 ant^ ^1/2 orb:>-ts- Ifc

will be informative to ascertain whether the anomalous
12(p,pn) to (p,2p) cross-section ratio found earlier in C

is also present in 1 6O. In 1 2C at 200 and 400 MeV

incident-proton energy this ratio is 50% higher than

theoretically predicted.

3.14 Parity Violation in Photodisintegration of Deuterium

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-119:2.2 .

9 0
3.15 2r(n,y) Thermal-Neutron Capture Cross Section

M.A. Lone and G.A. Bartholomew

An estimate of the thermal-neutron capture cross

section for Zr was obtained by assuming that 50% of the

decay proceeds by transitions to states below 4000 keV and
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calibrating the observed decay transitions from these states

(PR-P-118:3.13, AECL-6216) against the 934 keV (37.5%)
91

transition from Zr capture (o = 1030 mb). This analysis

yielded a value of 14.4 ± 4.3 mb. Further measure-

ments to improve the accuracy are contem-

plated.

A theoretical lower limit on the capture cross
9 0section in Zr was also calculated from positive energy

s-wave resonances using parameters given by Boldeman et al.

(Nucl. Phys. A246 (1975) 1). This calculation gave a value

of 11.5 mb of which 30% is contributed by a single s-wave

resonance at 3.86 keV. The level spacing of the s-wave

resonances is ~8.9 keV. A postulated negative resonance at

-4 keV, similar in size to the 3.86 keV resonance, will in-

crease the total cross section to -14.5 mb, indicating that

the capture cross section in Zr is <15 mb.

17 1 R

3.16 O(n,y) 0 Reaction Studies

M.A. Lone and W.M. Inglis

Gamma-ray spectra from thermal-neutron capture in a

2 g D-0 sample (oxygen isotopic composition by weight

34.04% 1 6O, 23.9% 1 7O, 37.06% 18O and hydrogen isotopic

composition 98.8% D, 1.2% H) were recorded. The energies,

in keV, and the relative intensities (brackets) of y-rays

from the 17O target are: 3588 (37.8), 3396 (9.3), 3114 (14.1),

2666 (11.1), 2473 (21.3), 2429 (14.6), 1982 (100) , 1938 (17.3) ,

1652 (28) and 622 (28.9) .
TO

The branching ratios and the level scheme of 0

below 8040 keV have been well established (F. Ajzenberg-Selov,

Nucl. Phys. A300 (1978) 1) by charged-particle reaction

studies. Only the levels at 7620, 6201, 5260 and 3921 keV
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are known to have decay branches directly feeding the ground

state; all other levels cascade via the 1982 keV, 2 first

excited state. Of those decaying directly to the ground

state we can find evidence for population of the 39 . keV

level only. Apparently the capturing state (n + 0) does

not decay strongly to the other three levels. The 3921 keV

level decays 15% to the ground state and 85% hy a 1938 keV

transition to the 1982 keV level. From the observed intensity

of this transition we estimate that 3% of the decays bypass

the 1982 keV level.

Normalizing the 1982 keV y-ray intensity to the

Y-rays in 0 capture (a = 190 +18 yb) (A.B. McDonald et al.,

Nucl. Phys. A281 (1977) 325, AECL-5664) and the 6255 y-ray

due to capture in Dj (a = 521 ±9 yb) (S. Fiarman and

S.S. Hanna, Nucl. Phys. A251 (1975) 1) we obtain a value of

538 ± 65 ub for the neutron-capture cross section of O.

3.17 Photon Strength Functions

M.A. Lone

Data on the energy and the A dependence of the El

and Ml strength functions have been reviewed. For El

transitions the Lorentzian extrapolation of the giant-dipole

resonance (GDR) is found to give a reasonable estimate of

the strength function at 5 to 7 MeV, although there are some

residual nuclear-structure effects in some nuclei. It is

shown that the exact extrapolation of the GDR does not give
8/3the commonly accepted A ' dependence of the partial widths.

Data on the Ml strength functions in medium and

heavy nuclei indicate the presence of an Ml GDR at -8 MeV

with a width of ~5 MeV, leading to an ~E dependence of the
— 8 —3partial widths, and an average value of ~1.5 x10 MeV
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for the Ml strength function for E - 4.5 to 6 MeV transitions

which correspond to a B(M1)+ per MeV of ~70% of the single

particle Weisskopf unit, BW(M1).

3.18 Reactor Beam-Hole Use

A.D.B. Woods

Experiments have resumed at the McMaster University-

facility following major modifications. The Guelph University

spectrometer was in use during the period. The C2 fast-

neutron chopper shutdown continued. Minor modifications

were made to the L3 spectrometer.

The following table summarizes utilization of

operating CRNL facilities at NRU beam holes.

Beam Hole

Cl

C4

C5

L3

N4

N5

No. of
Experiments

1

3

2

2

3

2

No. of
Participating

CRNL
scientists
(incl. summer
visitors)

1

2

5

3

3

5

No. of
Participating
non-CRNL
scientists

0

1

2

0

0

3

Efficiency
(% of available

reactor operating
time used for
experiments)

80

90

99

80

100

97

Total reactor operating time was 71 days.

3.19 Supply and Servicing of Detectors and Systems

R.J. Toone, W.F. Slater, M.A. Gulick and J.R.V. Taylor

Failure of a BF., counter used in the McGill

ultra-cold neutron experiment was traced to a leak in the
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10 cm diameter, 25 pm thick titanium window. This leak had

developed where the thermosetting adhesive had run and

subsequently hardened to a sharp edge between the foil and

its supporting grid. The window was replaced with the aid

of jigs designed to control adhesive flow until curing was

complete.

A commercial Ge(Li) detector in Nuclear Physics Branch

began to show satellite peaks on the low-energy side of the

main peaks. A small region of poor charge collection was

discovered by scanning the detector with a collirnated gamma-

ray beam. The problem was cured for the time being by

operating at a higher detector bias. Poor performance of a

General Chemistry Branch detector was traced to a faulty

ground connection. Unsuccessful attempts were made to reduce

high leakage currents in a high-purity Ge detector returned

by Section II of the Branch; it will have to be reworked or

replaced.

Two commercial Ge(Li) detectors purchased by System

Materials Branch were checked for resolution and efficiency

and frund to be within specification. (During background

measurements with one of these detectors brief traces of
133Xe and 1 3 3 + 1 3 5Xe attribute!

observed for the first time.)

133Xe and 1 3 3 + 1 3 5Xe attributed to the 99Mo facility were

2.20 A New Station for Carbonization ana Annealing

R.J. Toone, M.A. Gulick, W.F. Slater, C.J. Virtue and

H. Schmeing

The new station (PR-P-118:3.19, AECL-6216) for CdTe

processing under extremely clean conditions has been com-

pleted except for the installation of a hydrogen purifier

which is on order. The vacuum components of this station
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consist almost exclusively of stainless steel and quartz.

After bake out a pressure of 3 yPa was achieved in the

high-vacuum vessel. The residual gas was analysed to

consist of H_0, CO and CO., approximately in the proportion

2 : 2 : 1. The major sources of the two dominant components

were identified as the filaments of the ionization gauge

and the head of the residual-gas analyser rather than the

walls of the vacuum system. This station now provides a

controlled environment for several phases of processing

and annealing detector materials.

.21 Hydrogenation of CdTe

C.J. Virtue and H. Schmeing

Experimental results on amorphous and crystalline

silicon published recently (J.J. Pankove et al.,

Appl. Phys. Lett. 32_ (1978) 439) seem to provide evidence

that hydrogen introduced or reintroduced into certain

semiconductors can significantly improve the characteristics

of p-n junctions. The authors suggested that the hydrogen

diffuses to lattice sites within the crystal tieing up

dangling Si bonds. The hydrogen, which has to be intro-

duced in its atomic form, re-emanates from the semiconductor

only at temperatures approaching 500°C.

Tests have been started to observe a similar effect

of hydrogen on CdTe. Very preliminary results indicate

that, in contrast to Si, CdTe bulk material does not dissolve

any macroscopic amount of hydrogen. The experiment is being

continued.
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3.22 Electrical Contacts on CdTe

R.G.C. McElroy and R.J. Toone

The routine fabrication of reproducible contacts

is a prerequisite to successful use of CdTe in detector

applications. The electrical properties of the contacts

are significantly affected by the surface preparation.

Recent results (M.H. Patterson and R.H. Williams,

J. Phys. D 11_ (1978) L83) have shown that variations in

surface properties are strongly dependent upon the

etchants employed.

Various contact-fabrication techniques are being

evaluated with respect to the resulting current-voltage

relationships, photoresponse and performance as a surface

barrier detector. The first series of measurements is

currently underway. The emphasis in these measurements is

on electroless deposition techniques.

3.23 Photoconductivity Measurements of CdTe

R.G.C. McElroy, W.F. Slater and R.J. Toone

The design of the second version of the marginal

oscillator for contactless photoconductivity measurements

(PR-P-118:3.22, AECL-6216) has been completed. The

necessary electrical components have been ordered. A new

sample holder has been designed and built. This holder is

significantly less susceptible to microphonic noise and

ensures good thermal contact to the sample.
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3.24 Glassblowing, Machine Shop and Miscellaneous Services

J.G. Wesanko, R.R. MacLanders, M.A. Guiick,

H.C. Spenceley, R.J. Toor.e and W.F. Slater

A glass system has been constructed for use in

recovering Xenon from the Mo processing facility. A

capillary coil with glass-to-metal seals at both ends

was supplied to Mechanical Equipment Development

Branch. Quartz U-tubes and getter tubes

for oxygen absorption studies were made for Materials

Science Branch and a vacuum distillation head for

Physical Chemistry Branch.

Two versions of a polarized-electron gun assembly

produced in the machine shop for Nuclear Physics Branch

accounted for a large fraction of the 50% of the shop's

time used by that Branch.

Miscellaneous services included recoring LiF

neutron collimators for Section II, drilling holes in a

set of alumina loop liners for Reactor Loops Branch,

machining Si ion sources for Nuclear Physics Branch, and

preparing Ge slices for Solid State Science Branch.

3.25 Beta-Neutrino Correlations from the Kinematic Shift of

Beta-Delayed Particles

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-119-.2.11 .

3.26 Precision Mass Measurements

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-119:2.12 .
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3.27 The On-Line Isotope Separator

H. Schmfting et al.

See PR-P-119:2.13 .

3.28 Ion-Source Development for the On-Line Separator

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-119:2.14 .

3.29 Publications and Lectures

Publications

UPPER LIMIT ON PARITY MIXING IN 21Ne
K.A. Snover, R. von Lintig, E.G. Adelberger, H.E. Swanson,
T.A. Trainor, A.B. McDonald, E.D. Earle and C.A. Barnes
Phys. Rev. Lett. 41̂  (1978) 145
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-6230

PHONONS IN NIOBIUM AND MOLYBDENUM
A.D.B. Woo^s, B.M. Powell and P. Martel
in Tranc. ..on Metals 1977, edited by M.J.G. Lee, J.M. Perz
and E. Fawcett (The Institute of Physics, Bristol, 1978)
p. 158
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-6013

NEUTRON INELASTIC SCATTERING FROM ITINERANT FERROMAGNETS
T.M. Holden
in Transition Metals 1977, edited by M.J.G. Lee, J.M. Perz
and E. Fawcett (The Institute of Physics, Bristol, 1978)
p. 508
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-6007

POSITRONIUM-SURFACE INTERACTION IN THE PORES OF VYCOR GLASS
S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers
in The Physics of SiO2 and its Interfaces, edited by
S.T. Pantelides (Pergamon Press, New York, 1978) p. 314
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EFFECTIVE PAIR POTENTIAL IN LIQUID He AT T = 4.2 K
V.F. Sears, A.D.B. Woods, E.C. Svensson and P. Martel
in Neutron Inelastic Scattering 1977 (International
Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1978) Vol. II, p. 23

LOW-MOMENTUM-TRANSFER NEUTRON SCATTERING IN
NONSUPERFLUID LIQUID HELIUM-4
A.D.B. Woods, P. Martel and E.C. Svensson
in Neutron Inelastic Scattering 1977 (International
Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1978) Vol. II, p. 37

URANIUM NITRIDE: A CUBIC ANTIFERROMAGNET WITH
ANISOTROPIC CRITICAL BEHAVIOUR
W.J.L. Buyers, T.M. Holden, E.C. Svensson and
G.H. Lander
in Neutron Inelastic Scattering 1977 (International
2 •* omic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1978) Vol. II, p. 239

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF PHONONS IN LIQUID 4He
E.C. Svensson, R. Scherm and A.D.B. Woods
J. de Physique 39^ supplement C6 (1978) 211
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AFCL-6151

Lectures

NEUTRON SCATTERING FROM ITINERANT SYSTEMS
T.M. Holden
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois
July 20, 1978

QUASI ELASTIC SCATTERING OF POLARIZED PROTONS
P. Kitching, L. Antonuk, D.A. Hutcheon, W.J. McDonald,
C.A. Miller, G.C. Neilson, W.C. Olsen, G.M. Stinson,
E.D. Earle and A.W. Stetz
8th International Conference on Few Body Systems and
Nuclear Forces, Graz, Austria
August 24-30, 1978

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF PHONONS IN LIQUID 4He
E.C. Svensson, R. Scherm and A.D.B. Woods
15th International Conference on Low Temperature
Physics, Grenoble, France
August 23-29, 1 £7fi
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He: THE CONDENSATE AND OTHER HIGH-Q PROBLEMS
E.C. Svensson
Workshop on "Neutrons in Helium",
Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France
August 30, 1978

MAGNETIC INELASTIC SCATTERING IN URANIUM NITRIDE
T.M. Holden, E.C. Svensson, W.J.L. Buyers and
G.H. Lander
3rd International Conference on the Electronic Structure
of the Actinides, Grenoble, France
August 30 - September 1, 1978

PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF THE CRITICAL FLUCTUATIONS IN
THE SINGLET-GROUND-STATE SYSTEM, P^Tl
J.K. Kjems, M. Nielsen, W.J.L. Buyers and J.E. Crow
Rare Earth Research Conference, Grenoble, France
September 4-7, 1978

STUDIES OF DISORDERED MAGNETIC SYSTEMS: IMPURITY EFFECTS,
PERCOLATION, AND THE EXCITATIONS OF ISOLATED CLUSTERS
E.C. Svensson
Institut fur Festkorperforschung der Kernforschungsanlage,
Julich, Germany
September 8, 197 J

NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDIES OF THE DYNAMICS OF LIQUID He
E.C. Svensson
Energiteknik AB, Studsvik, Sweden
September 13, 1978

STUDIES OF DISORDERED MAGNETIC SYSTEMS: IMPURITY EFFECTS,
PERCOLATION, AND THE EXCITATIONS OF ISOLATED CLUSTERS
E.C. Svensson
Lunds Universitet, Lund, Sweden
September 21, 1978

LOW ENERGY NEUTRON EMISSION FROM 9Be+d REACTION
M.A. Lone, A.J. Ferguson and B.C. Robertson
3rd Meeting on "Fundamental and Practical Aspects of the
Application of Fast Neutrons and Other High LET Particles
in Clinical Radiotherapy", The Hague, The Netherlands
September 13-15, 1978
(presented by J.D. Hepburn)
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The following papers were presented at the 3rd International
Symposium on Neutron f.:->oture Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy and
Related Topics, held at Prookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, New York, September 18-22, 1978:

UPPER LIMITS FOR THE 1H(n,YY)2H CROSS SECTION
E.D. Earle and A.B. McDonald
(presented by M.A. Lone)

PHOTON STRENGTH FUNCTIONS
M.A. Lone

•Copies of these lectures are not always available in print.
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS BRANCH

by

G.E. Lee-Whiting

4.1 Staff

4.2 Neutronic Calculations Related to Fusion Reactor
Blanket Studies

4.3 Neutron Flux Depression in Self-Powered Detectors

4.4 Neutron Diffraction in Plastic Crystals

4.5 Neutron Scattering in Liquid Helium

4.6 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

4.7 Electron Vacancy Sharing in Ion-Ion Collisions

4.8 Coupled-Channel Calculations of Nuclear Reactions

4.9 Width of the Zero-Sound Mode in Liquid He

4.10 Quenching of Allowed Gamow-Teller B-Transitions in
Mirror Nuclei

4.11 Parity Non-conservations in Y+d -* p+n and e+d -> e'+p+n

4.12 Test of Quantum Electrodynamics with Neutron Capture
Gamma-Rays

4.13 Reports, Publications,and Lectures
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4.1 Staff

Branch Head:

M.
F.C.
S.A.
B.C.
V.F.
I.S.

G.E. Lee-

Harvey
Khanna
Kushneriuk
Lee
Sears
Towner

K.B. Winterbon

Visitors

S. Ayik (1)
E.E. Bloemhoff (2)
A.E. Jacobs (3)
S. Ramavataram (4)
M. Vassanji (5)

Secretarial Staff

M.E. Carey

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

NRC Post-Doctoral Fellow; from August 30/77 to July 20/78.
Summer student from U. of British Columbia; terminated
September 14/78.
Visiting professor from U. of Toronto; terminated June 28/78.

Laval; terminated August 10/78.Visiting professor from
NRC Post-Doctoral Fellow;
arrived September 18/78.

from The University of Pennsylvania,
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4.2 Neutronic Calculations Related to Fusion Reactor Blanket Studies

S.A. Kushneriuk, P.Y. Wong (Math, and Computation Branch) and

G. Abel (Attached Staff, INRS-Energie)

(i) Neutronic studies of graphite-thorium assemblies irra-

diated by 14 MeV neutrons (PR-P-118: 4.3 AECL-6216) have

continued. The dependence of calculated neutron fluxes on the

spatial mesh size assumed in the S. solution of the neutron

transport equation was investigated. Effective 24-group neutron

cross sections for the assembly materials, for use in Monte

Carlo neutronic studies of geometrically more complex assemblies,

were obtained.

(ii) As a step in the implementation of the recently acquired

Monte Carlo neutronics code MORSE (PR-P-116:5.8 (AECL-6038)),

the code is being applied to evaluate neutron-flu:: and reaction-

rate distributions inside the predominantly natural-uranium-

metal medium investigated experimentally by Weale et al. (Reac.

Sc. and Tech. 1^(1961)91). This geometrically simple system,

with a 14 MeV neutron source at its centre, was evaluated pre-

viously (PR-P-111:5.7 (AECL-5614) using the neutronics code

ANISN.

4.3 Neutron Flux Depression in Self-Powered Detectors

S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong (Math, and Computation Branch)

Calculations of neutron fluxes in several self-

powered neutron flux detectors of practical interest (PR-P-118:

4.2 (AECL-6216) have been completed. The results obtained with

the neutronics code ANISN are comparable with the values obtained

using collision-probability methods. ANISN also provides an

estimate of the relative flux in the vicinity of the detector.
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4.4 Neutron Diffraction in Plastic Crystals

V.F. Sears with G. Dolling and B.M. Powell (N.S.S.P. Branch)

The main methods for calculating the rotational

structure factor, which determines the intensities of the

Bragg peaks in plastic crystals, are the cumular.t expansion

method and the cubic-harmonic expansion method. We have

shown that the derivation of the cumulant expansion result of

Willis and Parley (Acta Cryst. A2_£(1970) 254) can be simplified

considerably. We have also obtained a new derivation of the

cubic-harmonic expansion for the special case of symmetric

ABn molecules. One advantage of our method is that it is

formulated explicitly in terms of the A-B bond-orientation

distribution function rather than in terms of the scattering

length density as was done by Press and Hiiller (Acta Cryst.

A2£(1973)252). We feei that, by thinking in terms of bond

orientations, the nature of the crystal structure is more

readily appreciated. These results have been included in the

paper on neutron diffraction in SF, and CBr4 which is pre-

sently being prepared for publication.

4.5 Neutron Scattering in Liquid Helium

V.F. Sears

A series of experiments on neutron inelastic

scattering in liquid helium has recently been started by the

N.S.S.P. Branch (see PR-P-119:3.10(AECL-6366)). Thu purpose

of these experiments is to study the temperature dependence of

the momentum distribution in liquid helium and of the conden-

sate fraction in particular. We are currently writing a system

of programs to analyse the neutron results. The data will

first be corrected for background, order contamination, mul-

tiple scattering and counting statistics. The corrected data

will then be analysed using the method of Woods and Sears (Phys.

Rev. Lett. 39(1977)415) to determine the momentum distribution.
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4.6 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

K.B. Winterbon

Work on the depth distribution of recoils

(PR-P-118:4.5 (AECL-6216)) continues. The calculations

reported previously were for infinite, uniform media, but the

major interests in this topic are in the creation of inhomo-

geneities by the beam and in transport of recoils from a

foreign layer. In order to treat such inhomogeneous targets

it seems appropriate to calculate the recoil flux as a func-

tion of depth. This can readily be done in an infinite medium.

However when the infinite-medium solution is truncated to a

very thin slab, it appears not to reduce to the thin-slab

limit (which can be calculated directly). Work is continuing

on resolving or overcoming this difficulty.

4.7 Electron Vacancy Sharing in Ion-Ion Collisions

M. Harvey

As part of the research program to study the

structure of many-particle systems in collision (PR-P-118:4.6

(AECL-6216)) we have considered vacancy sharing in atom-atom

collisions. In principle this problem involves the time-depen-

dent aspects of the many nucleons in nucleus-nucleus collisions

but does not, in the simplest approximation, involve the need

for self-consistency of the constituent, electrons. Indeed in

many considerations in the current literature the whole time

development is described in terms of a few molecular orbitals.

As a specific problem we have examined the accuracy of formulae

quoted by Macdonald et al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. 4_0(1978) 1330) for

double-vacancy sharing - this problem being of current interest

to I. Mitchell and W. Lennard in the Solid State Science Branch.

A computer program has been written to compute the double

vacancy sharing in a simple, two-molecular-orbital basis.
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After some difficulty in achieving numerical accuracy in the

integrations, we tentatively conclude that the formulae of

Macdonald et al. for the double-vacancy sharing-ratio can

only be trusted to within about 10%.

4.8 Coupled-Channel Calculations of Nuclear Reactions

S. Ramavataram, H. Keech, M. Harvey and F.C. Khanna

The coupled-channel program of the Buck-and-Hill

type currently being used on the University of Laval IBM

computer was adapted for the Chalk River computer. Problems

of compatibility between the IBM and CDC computers and of

the program length were overcome. A SNOBOL precompiler made

most of the necessary Fortran language changes. To solve the

field length problem, the original program was split into two

programs, A and B. An interface program was ceded to rearrange

some large arrays written to mass storage by program A, into

a form that could be used by program B within the program field

length permitted by the CRNL computer. Some further improve-

ments with the use of overlays were drafted but have not as

yet been implemented. Steps have been initiated to extend

the original program to handle the problem of the spurious

states of excited centre-of-mass motion and to use finite

range and non-central interactions. The latter extensions

are believed to be necessary for understanding the observed

spectrum and the cross sections for both elastic (3.8 barns)

and (n,p) (5327 barns) scattering of neutrons by He; the

zero-range central interaction originally used in the Buck-

Hill method has failed to yield the observed cross sections.

4.9 Width of the Zero-Sound Mode in Liguid He

F.C. Khanna and E. Bloemhoff

A computer program has been set up to calculate

second-order perturbation corrections to the ground-state
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energy of liquid He. The program was checked against an

exponential pseudo-potential that can be treated analytically.

The program can handle either a parametrized two-body poten-

tial or a potential read in as a table of numbers at a fixed

grid of points. The later flexibility should allow using the

present computer program with a separate program that calcu-

lates T-matrix elements. This is being attempted now and

should allow us to calculate width of the zero-sound mode in

liquid 3He.

4.10 Quenching of Allowed Gamow-Teller S-transitions in Mirror Nuclei

I.S. Towner and F.C. Khanna

We have completed calculations of core polariza-

tion, meson exchange and relativistic corrections, which give

a satisfactory, quantitative understanding of mirror Gamow-

Teller 0-tranaitions. The key to this success is the role

played by the (1236 MeV) resonance, which we treat non-rela-

tivistically on the same footing as a nucleon. The coupling

between the A and the nucleon is predicted in the quark model.

Thus the conventional core-polarization calculation now

embodies not only nucleon particle-hole excitations but also

A-particle nucleon-hole excitations. Previous computations,

in second-order perturbation theory, were hampered because the

intermediate-state summation converged only slowly with

excitation energy because of the role played by the tensor

force in strongly coupling states of low excitation with those

of high excitation. Inclusion of the A-particle accelerated

this convergence.

The non-relativistic reduction of the meson-

exchange operator (p-ir diagram in this instance) leads to a

transition operator that is two-body in character. We use

this operator in perturbation theory in first and higher

orders to give a core-polarization correction that also is

found to have the role of damping the influence of the tensor

force.
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4.11 Parity Non-conservations in y+d •*• p+n and e+d •» e' +p+n

H.C. Lee

We have extended this work, previously reported

in PR-P-117:4.9 (AECL-9177) and have calculated the asymme-

tries, A and Ae, in the total cross sections for y+d •* p+n

and e+d •*• e'+p+n, with left- and right-polarized incident

particles. At threshold the asymmetries in the two reactions
— 8

are found to be of similar magnitude; about 2 x 1 0 when the

p-exchange parity non-conserving (PNC) interaction is used
— ft

and about 5 x10 when an interaction derived from weak form

factors is used. Both are monotonically decreasing functions

of the incident energy at low energies. At 1 MeV above

threshold A is smaller by a factor of 5, and A by a factor

of 2 than their respective values at threshold. We also find

that up to 1 MeV above threshold A and A,, are directly

related to the circular polarization of -he photon in the

inverse reaction n+p ->• d+y. This work has been submitted

for publication.

4.12 Test of Quantum Electrodynamics with Neutron Capture Gamma-Ray;

H.C. Lee

An invited talk was prepared for presentation at

the Third International Symposium on Neutron Capture Gamma-Kay

Spectroscopy and Related Topics. We reviewed the testing of

QED with n-capture Y~ r aY s- Specific topics discussed were

elastic photon scattering (including Rayleigh scattering and

Delbruck scattering, the lowest order of which is related to

the fourth-order vacuum polarization), two-photon emission and

double e~e -pair production. The emphasis of the talk was on

the theoretical significance of the tests, and the interrela-

tions among them, as well as their significance with respect

to some other well-known QED tests.
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4.13 Reports, Publications, and Lectures

Report

THEORY OF THERMAL NEUTRON - SCATTERING
V.F. Sears
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited report AECL-6326

Publications

ELECTROEXCITATION OF THE GROUND-STATE ROTATIONAL BAND IN 19F
C.F. Williamson, F.N. Rad, S. Kowalski, J. Heisenberg,
H. Crannell, J.T. O'Brien and H.C. Lee
Phys. Rev. Letters 40(1978)1702

EFFECTIVE PAIR POTENTIAL IN LIQUID 4He AT T=4.2 K
V.F. Sears, A.D.B. Woods, E.C. Svensson, and P. Martel
Proc. of the Symposium on Neutron Inelastic Scattering,
Vol. II, (I.A.E.A., Vienna, 1978), p.23.

COMMENT ON "COMPARISON OF SOME METHODS FOR EVALUATING
INFINITE RANGE OSCILLATORY INTEGRALS"
K.B. Winterbon
J. of Computational Physics 26(1978)447

Zi and Z2 VARIATIONS IN THE STOPPING POWERS OF Zi =10 to 18
IONS DEDUCED FROM DSAM LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS
T.K. Alexander, J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, and
K.B. Winterbon
Phys. Lett. B74(1978)183

Lectures

NET RECOIL DENSITY
K.B. Winterbon
IX Summer School and Symposium on the Physics of Ionized
Gases, SPIG 78, Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, Aug. 28 - Sept. 2, 1978

ON THE THEORY OF RECOIL IMPLANTATION
K.B. Winterbon
Int. Conf. on Ion Beam Modification of Materials, Budapest,
September, 1978

TESTS OF QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS WITH NEUTRON CAPTURE y-RAYS
H.C. Lee
Third Int. Symp. on Neutron Capture y-Ray Spectroscopy and
Related Topics, Brookhaven, N.Y., September 18-22, 1978
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on RECOIL MOTION
K.B. Winterbon
Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany,
September 11, 1978

ION RANGE CONCEPTS AND CALCULATIONS
K.B. Winterbon
Max-Planck-Institut fur Kernforschung, Heidelberg, Germany,
September 13, 1978

MICROSCOPIC CALCULATION OF THE QUENCHING OF gA AND OF THE
GAMOW-TELLER MATRIX ELEMENTS IN A=15, 17, 39 and 41 SYSTEMS
F.C. Khanna
NATO Advanced Institute in Physics, Banff, Alberta, Aug. 21-31,
1978.

PARITY NON-CONSERVATION IN ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR SYSTEMS
H.C. Lee
University of Aarhus, May 5, 1978

WF.AK INTERACTION AND PARITY NON-CONSERVATION IN THE NUCLEUS
H.C. Lee
Laboratoire de Physique Nucleaire Theorique, Strasbourg, July 5/78

WEAK INTERACTION AND PARITY NON-CONSERVATION IN Y+d + p+n AND
e+d •* e'+p+n
H.C. Lee
- Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, July 24, 1978;
- Max-Planck Institut fur Kernphysik, Heidelberg, July 26, 1978;
- Brookhaven National Laboratory, September 7, 1978
- Princeton University, September 19, 1978

*Ccpies of these lectures are not always available in print.
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(1) One-year assignment at Hahn-Meitner Institute, Berlin,
Federal Republic of Germany, left September 1.

(2) Summer student from Carleton University, terminated
August 25.

(3) Summer student from St. Lawrence Collge, terminated
August 30.

(4) Summer student from Carleton University, terminated
August 25.

(5) Summer student from University of British Columbia,
terminated August 25.

(6) Waterloo student, terminated August 31.
(7) Waterloo student, joined branch September 5.
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5.2 CDC CYBER 170/6600 System

(i) Operating Systems and Programming Languages

(a) QUERY UPDATE

C.J. Tanner

Version 3.1 of Query Update was tested and found

to cause as many new problems as it solved. Version 3.2 of

Query Update has been received and initial testing indicates

that many problems have been solved and the efficiency of

use of system resources is greatly improved (central memory

usage is reduced by up to 50%). Since the number of appli-

cations which use QUERY UPDATE has been increasing, it is

hoped that the newer, more efficient version can be adopted

in the near future.

(b) SPITBOL

H. Keech

Testing of the SPITBOL compiler for the SKOBOL4

programming language was completed, and the compiler has

been installed in the CYBER 170/6600 system.

A user's manual, which includes a summary of the

language differences between the SNOBOL prepared interpreter

and the SPITBOL compiler, has been prepared.

(c) Plotting

B.E. Purcell

Routines which accept calls of the CRNL plotting

system from FORTRAN programs and generate calls of the

widely used Calcomp subroutines have been prepared, inclu-

sion of these routines with the source code of a program

written for the CRNL system allows the program to be run on

a computing system which uses the Calcomp routines, without

first requiring a re-write of the plotting portion of the

program.
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(ii) Subroutine Libraries

(a) New AELIB Manual

L.E. Evans

The work reported in PR-P-118, 5.2(ii) (a), AECL-

6216, was continued and the first draft of the manual has

been completely written, typed and edited. Sections of the

first draft completed since last report are:

1 13 Time Series Analysis (with W.N. Selander).

1-17 Integration of Ordinary Differential Equations (with

M.B. Carver and D.G. Stewart).

The final draft is now in preparation.

(b) AELIP Statistics Processing

L.E. Evans and D.G. Stewart

Code modifications were prepared and tested for

LIB3TAT, the AELIB usage monitoring subroutine, to prevent

execution counter overflows.

Statistics summarizing programs were modified to

accept the LIBSTAT dayfile messages from both versions of

LIBSTAT. The revised LIBSTAT will be installed in AELIB at

the next system change.

(c) Random Number Generator

K.R. Chaplin

A subroutine rsir.g a new method for generating

exponentially distributed random ^ambers h£s been prepared.

The method uses functions of uniformly distributed random

numbers over 98% of the area, and an acceptance/rejection

method over the remaining 2%. The method is faster than the

exponential distribution generator now in use. The routine

is now being subjected to the standard tests for evaluating

the properties of random number generators.
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5.3 CDC 3300 System and Communication Systems

(i) Card Punching of CYBER 170/6600 Files

E.A. Okazaki

The facility to punch cards from files produced in

the CYBER 170 or 6600 was added to the 3300 system. Hollerith

(026 code) files, standard binary files, and 80-column

binary files can be punched.

(ii) REDNET - Computing Centre Communication

G.N. Williams

Successful communication between the MODCOMP

computer, on loan to Electronics Branch, and the Computing

Centre has not yet been established using the 200 User

Terminal emulator supplied by MODCOMP.

The loaned computer is to be replaced in September

by the full set of MODCOMP computers ordered to satisfy the

first phase of the REDNET project. MODCOMP personnel will

be present to assist with the installation of these com-

puters, and the problems with the 200 User Terminal software

will be resolved before they leave.

5.4 PDP-10 System

J.A. Edgecombe

DEC modifications to the operating system were

incorporated on a continuing basis and the latest versions

of COBOL and ALGOL were installed. Sub-file directory sup-

port was also installed. This added feature allows users to

partition their disk area and name the partitions with re-

usable data file names, rather than having all data in one

segment and requiring unique file names. Use of this

feature is expected to reduce some file sizes and speed up

access to data.
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A package was developed to allow use of the

micro-processor as a terminal to the PDP-10, as a neces-

sary preliminary to using it as an intelligent controller

for the display.

Improvements were made to the data layout on the

display allowing a commentary to be supplied for the spectrum

being displayed. Two errors in the data scanner programs

were corrected: memo.v was not being released when no longer

required, and the loci 'isplay was not displaying the entire

spectrum.

5.5 Computer-aided Control System for the
Superconducting Cyclotron and MP Tandem

L.D. Hansen et al.

See PR-P-119, 2.19, AECL-6366.

5.6 Simulation of Processor-Disc Systems
to Study Disc Servicing Characteristics

L.E. Evans, B.E. Purcell and A. Yeung (Electronics Systems
Branch)

The program described in PR-P-118, 5.7, AECL-

6216, was written and fully tested. Estimates of average

waiting time to start seek, average waiting time to start

data transfer and average waiting time for completion of

transfer have been obtained for the case when arrival rates

at the two processors are equal.

5.7 Calculation of Hydrogen Diffusion
Towards a Crack in a Stressed Solid

J.M. Blair and D.G. Stewart

The results of the transient diffusion calcula-

tions described in PR-P-117, 5.8, AECL-6177, show that the

hydrogen accumulation is insensitive to the starting con-

ditions .
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The calculation for one step of a thermal cycle

has been repeated with different values for the radius of

the volume of metal at the crack tip and for the distance

from the crack tip to the nearest hydride precipitate. The

results of these calculations have been compared with

approximations based on Lee-Whiting's steady-state analysis,

and show that the approximations can give very misleading

results for some conditions.

5.8 Approximation of Special Functions

(i) Rational Minimax Approximations

for the Sine and Cosine Integrals

R.M. Ananny and J.M. Blair

The sine and cosine integrals, defined by

Si(x) = f* 51g t dt = si(x) + IT/2

Ciur) = y + *nx + ,* cos^t-l)^

arise in diffraction and diffusion theory, as well as many

other areas of applied mathematics.

Full range rational minimax approximations have

been derived, with the following approximation forms:

Ci(x) - 2n — + (x2-c2)R(x2) , 0 < x < /Tu~
c l •*•

= M(x) cos 9 (x) , x >_ /TO

SHx) => xR(x2) , 0 £ x _< 0.8

si(x) a x(x2-s2) (x2-s2) (x2-s2)R(x2) , 0.8 <_ x <_ 8

= M(x) sin 6 (x) , x _> 8

M(x) = x"1R(l/x2) , /TO <_ x £ 8 and x >_ 8

8(x) - X-TT/2 + x~1R(l/x2) , /TO < x < 8 and x > 8,
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where c and s denote the mth zeroes of Ci(x) and si(x)
mm

respectively, and where R(x) is a rational function of x.

The accuracy ranges from 1 to 23S.

The approximations have been calculated, but not

tested. The above forms retain relative accuracy in the

neighbourhood of zeroes for the lower ranges of the argu-

ment, but not for the higher ranges. For the latter ranges

we need accurate approximations for the function zeroes, and

these remain to be calculated.
(ii) Calculation of the Zeroes of the Bessel

Functions JQ (x) , J-^x), YQ(x) and Y1 (x)

J.M. Blair and P.L. Ragde

As noted in PR-P-115, 5.8, AECL-5966, accurate

zeroes of the Bessel functions are needed for an algorithm

to compute JQ(x), J,(x), Y.(x) and Y,(x) with full relative

accuracy for the complete range of the argument.

Using Brent's multiple precision package (R.P. Brent,

"A FORTRAN Multiple-Precision Arithmetic Package", ACM

Trans. Math. Software, Vol. 4, No. 1, 1978, pp. 57-70), we

have computed the first seventy five zeroes of J.(x) and

J1 (x) to 55D, and the first fifty zeroes of Y (x) and Y.,(x)

to 40D. The first 29S have been checked by comparison with

the tables in S. Makinouchi, "Zeroes of Bessel Functions

J (x) and Y (x) Accurate to Twenty-nine Significant Digits",

Osaka University Technology Report No. 685, 1965, and

further checks using the identities

and

?* 1 / r -A ̂
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where j n ,j 1 are the zeroes of J.(x), J, (x) respectively,

U , S J. , S U 1

have been applied. In the course of this investigation, we

discovered the following algorithm for the coefficients in

the McMahon asymptotic formula for the zeroes:

j . -v. e +• z d e " 2 k + 1 , B = STT + 3TI/4

° ' s k=l k

k-1
dk = " b k " Z bk-n x

k k n=l k n

v v ( -2k+2n+l)( -2k+2n)(-2k-2n- l ) . . . ( -2k+2n+2-i ) , t _ i ,* L T-J a . / K— i , z ,
1 i"

where the d. are computed recursively using the formulax,n

Jl-n
dn+l,Z = J 1

 didn,*-i' A=n+l,n+2,n+3 n=l,2,3,...

with d. . = d.. In this algorithm b, are the coefficients

in the asymptotic formula for 6-(x), and are given by

k-1
b k = [ak - T. (2n-l)ak_nbn]/(2k-l) ,

n=l

where

, _ 1.3.5...(2k-l) , ,,k 12.32... (2k-l)2

k ~ 2.4.6... (2k) l i) 2̂k"

The same algorithm, with minor differences, may be

used for the coefficients in the asymptotic formulae for the

other zeroes.

A similar algorithm is given in B. Doring, "Ober

die McMahon - Entwicklungen", ZAMP, Vol. 18, No. 4, 1967,

pp. 461-473, but does not appear to be well known. The

McMahon asymptotic formula is accurate to 30S for all four

functions for s > 11.
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(iii) Minimax Approximation of Functions

P.L. Ragde

The Cody-Fraser-Hart version of the second algo-

rithm of Remes, which replaces the nonlinear equations used

to obtain rational minimax approximations by an iterated

linear system, has been implemented as a tool to attempt

rational product approximation in two variables. Published

literature indicates it is superior to Ralston's version

which is presently implemented on the system as REMES2

(Atomic Energy of Canada Limited report AECL-4210). Pre-

liminary tests indicate the code will be effective.

5. 9 Stress Analysis Programs

(i) MARC - General

B.V. Riff

The H.3 release of MARC has been adopted as the

normal running version. Some minor errors have been found

and reported to MARC.

During this period MARC was used an average of ten

times a day.

(ii) Installation of TPIPE Program for
Structural Analysis of Piping Systems

J.M. Blair, B.V. Riff and L.E. Evans

TPIPE is a special purpose computer program for

static and dynamic linear elastic analyses of piping sys-

tems. E-.,ice October 1976 it has been leased by AEC Engine-

ering Company from PMB Systems Engineering Inc., and has

been available for use on CYBERNET.

The program was installed on the CRNL computing

system on 1978 September 18. Minor changes to the program

were necessary to enable it to use the CRNL graph plottiny
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subroutines. Mathematics and Computation Branch will act as

custodians of TPIPE, and will install future modifications

and updates from PMB Systems Engineering.

A user training seminar was held on September

19-20, attended by 13 CRNI, and 6 Power Projects, Montreal,

personnel.

5.10 Differential Equations

(i) Integration of Ordinary Differential Equations

M.B. Carver and D.G. Stewart

The tests on ordinary differential equation inte-

gration algorithms mentioned in PR-P-118, 5.9(i), AECL-6216,

have continued. A fundamental property determining the

behaviour of any integration algorithm is the manner in

which the error criterion is applied. A new error criterion

has been developed and found to be generally applicable. An

integration step is accepted if the estimated error E. of

each dependent variable Y. satisfies

Ei < T O L

where TOL is the requested relative error, and Y . and

-Y . are significance values below which the value of Y.

and its derivative respectively are effectively zero. Note

that this releases the tolerance from a rigorous relative

error control only when Y. is small and decreasing. This

solves the problem which arises when a variable goes through

zero, and the more difficult problem of an integrated vari-

able approaching zero asymptotically. It also gives rig-

orous error control of a variable which is small but in-

creasing. The latter is extremely important in chemical

kinetics equations, which are highly non-linear with the

result that any inaccuracy in small increasing components

quickly infiltra'-cs the entire system and becomes strongly

amplified.
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(ii) Mass Action Chemical Kinetics
Simulation Package, MACKSIM

M.B. Carver and D.H. Hanley

The MACKSIM package, introduced in PR-P-xl8,

5.9(iv), AECL-6216, as a replacement for the WR20 kinetics

program, is now complete and a user's manual is being pre-

pared. The package automatically assembles and integrates

the differential equations arising from mass action chemical

kinetics equations. These are presented as a set of re-

action equations of the form:

or

NR. r. NP.

where r. is the rate constant and R and P are the NR.

reagents and NP. products of the reaction i. This reaction

removes (-) the reactants from the system to form (+) the

products at a rate

Zi = ±ri .l[ [ Rij ]

where [] denotes concentration. Thus in a set of m coupled

reactions involving n species, the time derivatives of the

concentration of species F, are

, m m NR.

3t[Fk] = .f^ik^il = J/i^i .l[ [Rij](k=l,n)

where the coefficient a., is +1 if species F. is a product

of reaction i, -1 if a reagent, and 0 if neither.

The elements of the associated Jacobian matrix may

also be expressed analytically
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where 3-» is P./[R.] if species A appears as P^ of the

reagents of reaction i and is zero if P.=0.

Because the a and g are frequently zero, the

Jacobian matrix is very sparse, normally below 20% density.

There is, therefore, great advantage in using the analytic

statement to generate and store the Jacobian matrix in

sparse form.

Computation of the Jacobian matrix is essential to

exploit fully the advantages of the stiff integration algo-

rithm STIFFZ used in MACKSIM. In the early version of

MACKSIM, the Jacobian matrix was treated as a square matrix

and assessed numerically. This gave a running time of less

than 0.1% of the time used by WR20. Employing the analyti-

cal expression instead of using numerical assessment reduced

time by a further 50%. Using numerical assessment in a

sparse framework, gave another factor of 2, and finally an

analytical sparse expression has again halved the run time.

The version of MACKSIM currently released for pro-

duction also uses dynamic memory management. The chemical

equations and associated data are assessed to determine

requirements. Depending on the size and density of the

equations, a decision is made on whether to use sparse tech-

niques. The appropriate working storage required is com-

pared to the memory available to the job and if this is

large enough, computation proceeds. If not, a suitable

message is given and computation is attempted using a less

efficient algorithm requiring less storage.

The size of the biggest equation set which can be

solved by MACKSIM is, therefore, limited ^nly the the avail-

able memory in the computer, but typical equation sets will

run efficiently well below the CRNL default memory of

100000. words.
o
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Two papers describing the mechanics and applica-

tions of MACKSIM have been written in addition to the manual.

(iii) Method of Lines Solution
of the Conservation Equations

M.B. Carver

The equations governing the one-dimensional flow

of a compressible fluid may be written in many ways. Con-

sidering the dependent variables pressure p, density p and

velocity u, and utilizing the speed of sound c, the so-

called primitive Eulerian form of the homogenous equations

9p , 3p , 3u
3T + u W + p 3*

Attempted solutions of these equations become

numerically unstable in the neighbourhood of steep fronted

propagating waves, but stable solutions are often obtained

by adding an arbitrarily defined artificial damping in the

form of a second derivative term on the right-hand side.

The characteristic form of the equations leads to

the natural method for such equations, the method of char-

acteristics which precisely follows the wave interactions

along the u, u+c, u-a characteristic vectors:

P C -J5-T- + TTr + ( U + C ) ( P C -7T— + it ) = 0
dt dt dX dX

•KTT - WTr) = 0

(u-c)(-po |H
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As the method of characteristics requires a prohibitive

amount of computer time, alternatives have been sought.

Workers at WNRE have achieved considerable success by

writing a finite difference analog of the above equations

taking spatial differences in the direction dictated by the

characteristic vectors and solving them with the CRNL sparse

matrix inversion package. This approach has been imple-

mented in the RAMA hydrodynamics code.

The method of lines offers a more flexible method

of solution as the form of spatial derivative computation

may be left variable. This could be done similar to the

WNRE method by writing the equations

h [jj]
and inverting the matrix B. As the elements of B are func-

tions of time, both these matrix inversion methods are

expensive.

Instead, the matrix inversion can be avoided by

assigning the characteristic directions u+c, u-c and u to

subscripts +, -, and 0 and then reformulating the character-

istic equations by elimination. This gives the time deriva-

tives explicitly:

3t 2^3x+ 3x_' 2 l3x+ 3x_

c,3P 3P , upc.au 3u
+ ( T " 33T> + -J-{W- ~ JT

"T — T "

3u u,3u 3u , 1.3P 3P

c.3u 3u . u ,?P 3P . _
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It + u 3TT + (33^J + 5

• SI $; ^ ; j ;
In this form, if 3/Sx+ = 3/3x , the equations

reduce to the primitive form, otherwise additional damping

terms are generated which are non-zero only in the regions

of discontinuous spatial profile. This formulation may be

used with any expressions, such as those discussed in PR-

P-117, 5.14(ii), AECL-6177, used for the derivatives. The

use of the simple two point formulae in this way has been

shown to be superior to the Lax-Wendroff and other popular

methods, and using four-point skewed or upwind Hermite

formulations has been shown superior to all the methods

recently reviewed in the literature. A paper detailing

these comparisons and the technique has been completed.

5.11 Information Systems

(i) Personnel Records System

C. J. Tanner

Account numbers for all employees are currently

being changed to the new code of accounts system consisting

of the site and branch codes. The site codes have been

changed to the new system, and branch codes are being mod-

ified on a site by site basis. The conversion should be

completed next quarter.

(ii) Company-Wide Telephone Book

C.J. Tanner and K.D. Clark

A program to produce an AECL-wide telephone

directory has been written. Telephone numbers from all

sites were inserted into the CPRS system during the quarter;

this information is being kept up to date by the personnel

office at each site.
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(iii) Personnel Radiation Recording System

E.G. Long, C.J. Tanner and R.M. Holford
(Health Physics Branch)

The system is currently processing a backlog of

radiation data and should be up to date shortly. Two re-

maining deficiencies should be corrected within the next

quarter: The system is unable to process data for retired

employees, and TLD data from more than one site cannot be

handled in a single run.

A user manual is currently being written and when

this is completed the system will be handed over to Health

Physics Branch.

(iv) Budget Data Auditing Program

K.D. Clark

A COBOL program was written, for Finance Division,

to examine budget data anu report invalid data items. Re-

ports of valid data and totals are produced to enable checking

of data against source records.

(v) Design & Technical Services
Branch Programs Conversion

K.D. Clark

Two programs, PROD (Project Design Program) and

VALVELIST, have been modified to incorporate the current

COBOL methods of processing Indexed Sequential data files.

(vi) CRHL Bell Telephone Equipment Data Base

K.D. Clark

A data base project has been initiated, for

Protective Services Branch, for the management of equipment

rented by CRNL from Bell Canada. A COBOL program was writ-

ten to create a random access file which initially will be

edited by QUERY UPDATE. A second program generates equip-

ment listings and computes the monthly total charge.
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Another program wili delete aquipment records from the data

base transferri---, cnehi to a transaction file to allow lists

of removed equipment to be generated.

5.12 Data Reduction Programs

(i) Storage and Analysis of
Perch Lake Environmental Data

B.E. Purcell and L.E. Evans

The work reported in PR-P-114, 5.18(iv), AECL-

5845, for K. Hendrie, Environmental Research Branch, was

continued. Item (d), to condense the data by calculating

hourly averages and to create a second file of the averages,

has been completed for all accessible data. In addition,

further summaries of radiation, temperature, vapour pres-

sure, and emissivity have been produced. These summaries

included hourly as well as daily averages.

(ii) Statistical Analysis of Public Surveys

P.L. Ragde

A program, FRELK, was written to process frequency

distriL-tion tables produced by FREAK (Atomic Energy of

Canada Limited report AECL-4702). FRELK edits the output

from FREAK and performs various statistical calculations on

the compressed tables. It is being used by Public Affairs,

Head Office, to process results from public opinion surveys.

(iii) A Paper Tape Conversion Program

B.V. Riff

A FORTRAN program was written, for Design &

Technical Services Branch, to edit and transfer data, from

paper tape to punched cards.
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5.13 Miscellaneous Programs and Subroutines

(i) Neutron Flux Depression
in Self-Powered Detectors

P.Y. Wong et al.

See PR-P-119, 4.3, AECL-6366.

(ii) Neutronic Calculations Related

to Fusion Reactor Blanket Studies

P.Y. Wong et al.

See PR-P-119, 4.2, AECL-6366.
(id.i) Coupled-Channel Calculations

of Nuclear R-

H. Keech et al.

See PR-P-119, 4.8, AECL-6366.

(iv) MULTISHELL

H. Keech

The nuclear physics program MULTISHELL was pro-

vided to Bartol Research Foundation, Delaware, and U.N.A.M.,

Mexico.

(v) Conversion of Programs for
Self-Powered Flux Detector Analysis

H. Keech

Assistance was provided to Reactor Control Branch

in the translation of IBM FORTRAN programs which are being

developed under a contract at the University of Toronto.

(vi) Analysis of INTRAN Communication Network

K.R. Chaplin and P.L. Ragde

Two programs were written for Electronic Systems

Branch to aid in the analysis of queuing delays in the INTRAN

system. One program was required to find the roots of a

transcendental equation in the complex plane, the other to
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solve large systems of linear equations. The objective

was to determine probability distributions for queuing

times for differing numbers of users, arrival rates, etc.

5.14 Operations

(i) Computer Use by Division

The following table is an analysis of the jobs

processed during the quarter:

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS

HEAVY WATER PROJECTS

POWER PROJECTS

WHITESHELL

CRNL:

COMPUTING CENTRE

CONTRACTS

TECH. INFORM. UNIV. REL1NS

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

BIOLOGY AND HEALTH PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY AND MATERIALS

PHYSICS

ELECTRONICS INST. AND CONTROL

ADV. PROJECTS, REACTOR PHYSICS

FUELS AND MATERIALS

ADMINISTRATION

MEDICAL

FINANCE

OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE AND CONSTRUCTION

GENERAL SERVICES

PLANT DESIGN

SPECIAL PROJECTS

OTHERS

NUMBER JOBS EQUIVALENT COMMERCIAL
CHARGE

0

1394

15575

2121

37049

1043

2627

0

2094

2642

5497

500

8123

9924

763

648

2312

3057

3

113

622

2572

73

98752

( 0

( 1

(15

( 2

(37

( 1

( 2

( 0

( 2

( 2

( 5

(

( 8

(10
(

(

( 2

( 3

(

(

(

( 2

(

.00%)

.41%)

.77-4)

.15%)

.52%)

.06%)

.66%)

.00%)

.12%)

.68%)

.57%)

.51%)

.23%)

.05%)

.77%)

.66%)

.34%)

.10%)

.00%)

.11%)

.63%)

.60%)

.07%)

0.00

19740.05

743095.01

279566.04

272818.93

12070.13

11639.64

0.00

26676.53

133906.97

211125.36

32440.88

256804.84

190475.94

4608.04

3160.04

21443.35

55321.91

.23

754.50

13636.29

31219.48

146.43

2320650.58

( 0.00%)

( .85%)

(32.02%)

(12.05%)

(11.76%)

( .52%)

( .50%)

( 0.00%)

( 1.15%)

( 5.77%)

( 9.10%)

( 1.40%)

(11.07%)

( 8.21%)

( .20%)

( .14%)

( .92%)

( 2.38%)

( .00%)

( .03%)

( .59%)

( 1.35%)

( .01%)
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5.15 Publications, Reports and Lectures

Publications

COMPUTER ASSISTED ANALYSIS OF CRACKING IN Zr-2.5 Wt % Nb
PRESSURE TUBES
B.A. Cheadle (Metallurgical Engineering Branch) and
G.N. Williams
Joint ASME/CSME Pressure Vessels & Piping Conference,
Montreal, 1978 June 25-30.

THE METHOD OF LINES AND THE ADVECTIVE EQUATIONS
M.S. Carver and H.W. Hinds (Reactor Control Br?.nch)
Simulation, 31, 3, p.59-69, 1978 August.

THE FORSIM VI DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM SIMULATION PACKAGE
M.B. Carver
Proceedings, IMACS Conference on Simulation Methodology,
Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, Israel, 1978 August 14-19.

Reports

COMPUTING CENTRE NEWSLETTER, Vol. 5, Nos. 6, 7 and 8.
Edited by L.E. Evans

Lectures

THE FORSIM VI DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM SIMULATION PACKAGE
M.B. Carver
IMACS Conference on Simulation Methodology, Weizmann In-
stitute, Rehovot, Israel, 1978 August 17.

THE FORSIM VI DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PACKAGE
M.B. Carver
Seminar, Budapest Technical University, Electrical Engine-
ering Department, 1978 August 22.

INTEGRATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SUBJECT TO ARBITRARILY
DEFINED DISCONTINUITIES
M.B. Carver
Seminar, AERE, Harwell, 1978 August 30.

PSEUDO-CHARACTERISTIC METHOD OF LINES SOLUTION OF THE CON-
SERVATION EQUATIONS
M.B. Carver
Seminar, AERE, Harwell, 1978 August 31.
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ACCELERATOR PHYSICS BRANCH

J.S. Fraser

6.1 Staff

6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 Injector Test Experiment
6.2.2 Ion Source Development
6.2.3 High Current Test Facility
6.2.4 Electron Test Accelerator
6.2.5 Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments

at TRIUMF

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source
6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

6.4.1 Injector Test Experiment
6.4.2 Ion Source Development
6.4.3 High Current Test Facility
6.4.4 Electron Test Accelerator
6.4.5 Fast Intense Neutron Source
6.4.6 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron
6.4.7 Reactor Physics

6.5 Publications, Reports, Papers, Lectures and Patents
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BRANCH HEAD: J.S. Praser

Professional Staff

c
J
B
L
E
J
S
C
J
R

G
J
H,
S,
M.

• B
.C
.G
.W
.A
.D
.B
.R
.A
.M
J,
.E,
.H.
.R.
.0.
.R.
J.
R.

. Bigham

. Brown

. Chidley

. Funk

. Heighway

. Hepburn

. Hodge

.J. Hoffmann

. Hulbert

. Hutcheon

. McKeown

. McMichael

. Ormrod

. Schneider

. Schriber (1)

. Shubaly
Ungrin
Sylvain (2)

Mechanical Laboratory

J.
R.
R.
N.
D.
J.

E.
J.
J.
I.
W.
F.

Anderchek
Bakewell
Kelly

G. Labrie
Warren
Weaver

Secretarial Staff

Technical Staff

R
L
H
D
M
K

.T.
• F.
• F.
.W.
.R.
.A.

L.E.
B
K.
A.
J.
S.
P.
W.
R.
A.

.A.

.J.

.B.

.C.

.H.

.J.
,L.
A.
.E.

,F. Bird
Birney

. Campbell
Clements
Cox
Dobbs
Geoffrey
Gillies
Hohban
Hood
Jones
Kidner
Metivier
Michel
Vokes
Weeden

(3)

(4)

Laboratory Services

J.
H.
J.

Hewitt
Murphy

Summer Students

J.
G.
W.
R.
B.

Panchuk
Maughan
Barnett

(5)
(6)
(7)

Mrs. M.A. Trecartin

(1) Posted to LASL, effective 1978 July 10.
(2) Attached staff from CEGEP de La Pocatiere,

left 1978 July 14
(3) Joined Branch 1978 September 11
(4) Transferred from WNRE, effective 1978 September 19
(5) Resigned 19 78 September 05.
(6) Resigned 1978 September 01.
(7) Resigned 1978 August 25.
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6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 Injector Test Experiment

M.R. Shubaly and J.D. Hepburn

Phase I of the Injector Test Experiment covers the

design construction and commissioning of a preaccelerator to

give a high quality 60 keV, 0.5 A dc proton beam. Design

work is continuing and component fabrication has started.

Detailed design of the components for the

preaccelerator system is 75% complete; fabrication of some

components has begun. Design of the air-conditioned enclosure

is virtually complete; that of the deionized cooling water

system and the electrical services is half done. All major

items have been ordered. The vacuum pumps and many of the

ion source power supplies are on hand.

6.2.2 Ion Source Development

M.R. Shubaly

Development of high-current dc ion sources suitable

for an accelerator breeder is continuing. Increased water

flow through the Emittance Measuring Unit (EMU) beam dump has

increased the allowable beam power density.

a) Ion Source Test Stand

Operation during the past quarter has been generally

good. Increased water flow through the EMU beam dump permits

emittance measurements at up to 190 mA at 45 kV, a 50%

improvement over the previous level. The high-voltage

interlock system has been extensively revised to give protection

against high radiation levels and possible system malfunctions.

Installation of a new mass flowmeter permits accurate gas

flow determination under present operating conditions. The

emittance calculation program has been modified to increase

its versatility.
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b) High-Current Ion Sources

Development of the duoPIGatron source continues.

Instability at high arc current seen previously has been

traced to (a) an intermittent short between the intermediate

electrode and the dome and (b) small air leaks into the

source. The latter problem can only be solved by a complete

redesign of the ion source since it is caused by overheating

and damage to 0-rings because of inadequate cooling and

plasma bombardment. This redesign has been started.

The modification to the EMU beam dump allows

emittance measurements on three aperture sources. A series

of experiments is underway to measure the emittance from

various combinations of the three holes with different

alignment with respect to the measuring plane of the EMU.

Thus the emittance of the full-seven aperture source can be

determined withont exceeding the power handling capabilities

of the beam dump. To avoid possible damage to the beam dump,

initial measurements are being taken at 70% of design current.

Modifications have been made to the ground electrode

geometry to improve pumping and to improve shielding of the

bottom insulator. This has reduced radiation levels by a

factor of 3.5.

6.2.3 High Current Test Facility

B.G. Chidley

Work continues on the commissioning of the 3 MeV

100% duty factor proton linear accelerator which will be

used to study problems associated with the low energy portion

of an accelerator for an accelerator breeder.

a) Injector

J. Ungrin

No operation of the injector this quarter has been

possible because of failure of the 10 kHz generator cooling
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system. Leaks in the generator stator proved to be more

extensive than initially expected and a complete rebuilding

of the cooling system has been necessary. Removal of the

swaged copper tubing on a large boring mill has been com-

pleted and installation of the new tubing is underway.

Improvements in both the electrical and cooling systems are

being incorporated.

Machining of the electrodes for the 2.1 MV/m

column is now about 80% complete. Installation of the

column will not however take place until beam tests with

the recently installed seven electrode 3.1 MV/m column are

completed.

b) Rf System

J.C. Brown and B.G. Chidle•,

Construction of the liquid freon cooling system for

the filament grid cooling channel of the triode amplifier is

complete excepting installation of the filter dryer assembly

and the main circulating pump. The filter assembly will be

available by the end of September; however, pump delivery has

been delayed again because the second pump casing was found

to be porous. System commissioning has started and will

continue up to the final pressure and circulation tests which

will be completed when the pump is available.

Rf conditioning of the Alvarez tank using the 75 kW

tetrode amplifier was interrupted when the plate resonators

failed to hold off dc anode voltage. It broke down in the

high electric field region between the coupling adjustment

plunger and the inner resonator wall which is maintained at

the tetrode plate potential. The plunger was modified to

reduce stress concentration areas and the teflon sleeve on

the inner wall is being replaced. Accelerator rf conditioning

will resume when this work is complete.

Using a commercial signal generator to replace the

main rf system oscillator which has an unsatisfactory noise
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output, tests were completed on the lock-in amplifier section

of the Alvarez tank frequency regulator. These showed that

with lower rf noise levels, a prototype in-house version of

the lock-in amplifier would perform satisfactorily without

an auto-tuned narrow-bandpass input filter. Circuit boards

for a final version have been completed and construction of

the housing package is in progress.

c) Alvarez Tank

J.C. Brown, B.G. Chidley and J. Ungrin

Bead pulls have been completed on the Alvarez tank

and a satisfactory field pattern has been obtained. The

input beam line has been installed and the tank vacuum system

is now integral with the injector.

Rf conditioning was begun and had proceeded to the

11 kW level using the 75 kW tetrode amplifier when a failure

of a teflon insulating sleeve in the tetrode plate resonator

occurred. During these runs considerable outgassing and

sparking was observed in the tank so the technique of discharge

cleaning of the surface using argon at ^ 50 micrometres was tried

[R.P. Govier and G.R. McCracken, "Gas Discharge Cleaning of

Vacuum Surfaces", Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology, T_,

No. 5, 552 (1970)]. Rf power has not been available to assess

the effectiveness of the discharge cleaning.

6.2.4 Electron Test Accelerator

J. KcKeown

Beam experiments and structure development continued

on this two-tank 4 MeV 100% duty factor electron accelerator.

The experiments are intended to study problems associated

with the main portion of an accelerator breeder based on a

proton linear accelerator.
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a) Accelerator Operation

G.E. McMichael

Beam currents up to 16 mA were accelerated throu9a

both structures during the period. Transmission was better

than 70% and the 64 kW beam was transported to the beam dump

without any significant vacuum problem. At the end of the

period during a 10 mA run the beam dump failed. Figure

6.2.4.1 shows a photograph of the conical beam dump and in

Fig. 6.2.4.2 the track of melted copper made by the well-

focused beam is clearly seen. Plans are underway with the

design of a beam dump system which will use two-dimensional

beam scanning to achieve a lower power density on the beam

dump wall.

Fig. 6.2.4.1 Photograph of the conical beam dump of the

electron test accelerator.
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Fig. 6.2.4.2 Photograph of the inside of the beam dump

showing the effects of too high a peak power

density with one-dimensional beam scanning.

b) Accelerator Beam Experiments

J. McKeown and G.E. McMichael

Advantage was taken of the high current accelerated

in the 3=1 structure to investigate the reactive effects of

beam loading. Resistive loading effects were reported in the

previous progress report (PR-P-118, 6.2.4 a); AECL-6216).

The phase shift between a point in the drive line just outside

the window and the loaded structure field was observed as the

beam current was increased.

From the simple model reported by Knapp (Knapp et al.,

Standing Wave High Energy Linear Accelerator Structure, Rev.

Sci. Inst. 3£ (1968) 9 79) the admittance angle should change

linearly with the synchronous phase angle for a constant current.
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The beam current was raised from zero to 10 mA ar.d returned

to zero for three runs covering a range of 80° in the phase

difference between the bunched beam and the applied field.

The observed phase shift was smaller than expected and was

masked by other effects. That the phase of the beam bunch

was displaced from that of the applied field was confirmed

in one run by the decrease in the incremental forward power

to about 70% of the peak value.

Beam reactive effects could be compensated by the

resonance control system. The runs were repeated with the

resonance control disabled (this is only possible after

thermal equilibrium is reached) and again the phase shift was

less than the model predicted. The changes in the resonance

error signal confirmed that the effective resonant frequency

varies with the= magnitude of the beam current. The change

in resonant frequency may have been due to improper functioning

of the amplitude control loop because the field amplitude was

observed to change during the runs. Improvement of the

amplitude control loop is therefore necessary.

An independent experiment was done to determine the

relationship between the magnitude of the excited field and

the injected beam current with the driving klystron turned off.

It was necessary to raise the temperature of the 6=1 structure

to 57°C to make it resonant at the beam injected frequency.

The field was measured with an rf probe calibrated to give

the dissipated power in the structure. Figure 6.2.4.3 shows

that the power absorbed from the beam increases with the

beam current over the range 0 to 5 mA. Experiments are in

progress to extend this curve to higher currents.

c) High Power Pancake-Coupled Structure

J. McKeown

Experiments with larger coupling slots were carried

out with a full- size aluminum model to determine the upper

limit of first-neighbour coupling with this structure. The
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BEAM CURRENT IMIUIAMPS)

Fig. 6.2.4.3 Variation of power absorbed from the 1.4 MeV

beam by the 6=1 structure as the injected

current increased.

width of each slot was increased in two steps from 3.17 cm to

4.45 cm and mode spectra taken from which the resonator

frequencies and coupling constants were determined. Although

a first-neighbour coupling of 14% was achieved at each slot

size the coupling cell frequency decreased by 12%. Recovery

by reducing the internal diameter of the coupling cell to

bring it back on tune is not possible because the required

diameter is less than the distance between the outer edges of

the coupling slots. The saturation in coupling as the slot

is widened is attributed to the increase in web thickness at

larger radii.
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Experiments were then carried out to observe the

effect of increasing the arc subtended by each slot from

80° to 100° at a constant slot width of 3.17 cm. As before,

the coupling cell frequency decreased and rotation of

alternate segments was necessary to bring them back on tune.

This procedure was described in. the previous progress report

(PR-P-118, 6.2.4 c); AECL-6216). With the 100° slots a tuned

system was eventually achieved with a first-neighbour

coupling of 11.7% and second-neighbour coupling of 3.7% at a

rotation of 65.5°. This showed little improvement from the

corresponding values of 11.1% and 0.99% at 46° rotation with

the 80° slots. It can be concluded therefore that it is

unlikely that a tuned system having a first-neighbour

coupling greater than 12% can be achieved with this structure.

The aluminum model has been used to seek a suitable

desig l of iris coupling which will not interfere with the

cooling channels. Experiments are in progress with a

tapered waveguide section to feed power from the waveguide

to an oval shaped iris in the central accelerating cell.

6.2.5 Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

B.D. Pate, I.M. Thorson, F.M. Kiely and H. Blok (Simon Fraser

University) with J.S. Fraser and P.M. Garvey (Reactor Physics

Branch)

This work is intended to provide experimental

measurements of neutron and fissile material production in

spallation targets for an accelerator breeder and to provide

a verified base for calculations of yields.

A close collaboration has been established with

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) where a parallel

program will extend measurements to 800 MeV incident energy

protons.
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a) Neutron Leakage Measurements

The re-assessment of all of the neutron flux data

taken previously at 480 MeV was completed during this period.

The results are shown in Table 6.2.5.1. The detailed flux

shapes were examined for all data sets. Any datum which was

discordant with surrounding data was examined for the cause

of the discrepancy; if none were found the effect of removing

this datum on the neutron sink-rate integral was tested. The

error estimate quoted for the preferred values reflects these

ambiguities.

The data sets divide into two distinct categories

as described previously; the low density set has about 35

sampling points in the water moderator, the high density

about 75 points. The effects on the sink-rate integrals for

low density sets due to the paucity cf data were tested by

interpolating and editing high density sets to the same

measurement grid as used in low density sets and comparing

the resulting integrals when run through our data analysis

routines. The results of all such tests were that the

integrals from the low density sets were 3-5% lower than the

corresponding high density set. The results for low density

sets quoted in Table 6.2.5.1 were not corrected for this

effect but the preferred values reflect this correction. The

weighting used for the low density sets in Table 6.2.5.1 was

generally 1/2 that of the high density sets after a ^ 4%

increase in the low density numbers in estimating the preferred

value.

The effects of arbitrary changes in the Westcott

r-values used in the analysis showed th3 expected ^0.1

discount factor, i.e. a 30% change in r gave a 'v- 3% inverse

change in the sink-rate integral. The effects of the extra-

polation values used for the flux at the tank boundaries was

tested by arbitrary factor of 10 changes; increasing the
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Table 6.2.5.1

FERFICON WATER BATH RESULTS

Neutron Captures in Water per 480 MeV Proton Incident

Target

U-l

U-7

U-19

•J-3 7

U-37i

Th-1

Th-7

Th-19

UO2

Pbl-U6

Pbl-U36

Pb7-U30

Pbl-Th6

Pbl-Thl8

Pb7-Thl2

Pb-1 (d=3.84 cm)

Pb-7

Pb-1 (d=10.16 cm)

High Density
Date Set

10

15

17

17

18

10

9,

11.

12.

12.

13.

12.

8.

7.

9.

6.

8.

.9

.6

.1

.1, 18.8

.0

.8

.4

.2

0

4

7

7

6

3

7

8

Low Density
Data Set

11

14

17

9

10

11

9.

.1

.5

.7

.1

.1, 11.5

.6, 11.7

,2

Preferred
Value

11.1 ±

15.5 +

17.5 ±

18.0 +

13.3 ±

9.8 ±

10.1 ±

11.6 ±

12.1 ±

12.0 ±

13.4 ±

12.7 ±

8.7 ±

7.6 ±

9.3 ±

6.7 ±

8.8 +

9.2 +

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.
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boundary value by x 10 increased the integrals by 0.15%,

decreasing them by * 10 decreased the integrals by 0.05% for

high density data sets. This is not surprising because the

high density data grid covered the moderator volume absorbing

more than 99% of the apparent neutron leakage from the curgat.
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The error estimates quoted for the preferred values

in Table 6.2.5.1 are reproducibility expectations at the one

standard deviation level and do not include such systematic

effects as errors on the values for the neutron capture and

proton activity production cross sections. They do not

include any component for the accuracy of g-counting system

calibration; this calibration is being reviewed and remeasured

following discovery of an anomaly in the sensitivity of one

of the three silicon surface-barrier detectors used for this

work. Other work on the Thermal Neutron Facility at TRIUMF

confirms the ^ 10% variation in activity assayed by g-counting

for the epithermal (resonance) capture in the 100 mg- cm Au

foils, depending on the relative orientation ->f the foils

during irradiation and counting as reported by the LAMPF

group. This probably accounts for some of the noticeably high

noise level on the measured r-values; it is not expected to

affect the results quoted in Table 6.2.5.1 significantly.

b) Conversion Measurements

Two experimental irradiations were performed during

the period at 4 80 MeV proton energy on 7-element thorium and

uranium targets. The assaying foils are being counted on the

Ge-Li spectrometer and preliminary processing operations have

been started on these data.

6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source

J.D. Hepburn and B.G. Chidley

Commissioning of the 4 x 10 n/s neutron source

continued in Bldg. 513B. Design calls for a 300 keV, 25 mA

D beam incident on a Ti T, , target to achieve this source

strength.

Further investigations into the target overheating

problem discussed in the last progress report (PR-P-118, 6.3.1;

AECL-6216) have been delayed by failure of the main rotating
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air-to-vacuum seal in the target assembly. Discussions with

the manufacturer revealed that the seal lifetime of about

four years was normal given the service conditions. A new

seal was already on order at the time; the new seal has now

been installed. While the target was dismantled, the

translation carriage and several other components were

modified to reduce the likelihood of water and air leaks,

and allow repair of water leaks without breaking vacuum in

the drum assembly.

The accelerator has been operated for preliminary

runs with a proton beam since the target assembly was rebuilt;

final ion optics checks are underway.

6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.H. Ormrod

Initial magnetic field measurements on the super-

conducting cyclotron have been made. Tests «iere halted when

one of the current leads overheated. Helium boil-off was

greater than calculated and the vacuum cryostat has been

dismantled for modifications to reduce this and to repair

the lead.

a) Operation and Magnetic Field Measurements

J.H. Ormrod, C.B. Bigham, E.A. Heighway, C.R. Hoffmann,

J.A. Hulbert, H.R. Schneider and Q.A. Walker (Civil &

Mechanical Design Branch)

Figure 6.3.2.1 shows ths magnet cooldown for the

top and bottom pancakes and the one immediately below the

bridge.

The helium boil-off rate was mure than twice the

calculated value. It was ^ 45 1/h when full with 660 litres

decreasing to ^ 11 l/h with 100 litres. This higher boil-off

is attributed to a heat leak between the bridge and radiation

shield and to excessive superficial losses - especially on
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Fig. 6.3.2.1 Cryostat cooldown. The top curve is the

average temperature of the uppermost double

pancake, the middle curve of the pancake

immediately below the bridge and the bottom

curve of the lowermost pancake.

the inner wall of the cryostat where small clearances between

the helium can and the radiation shield limit the number of

layers of super insulation. More layers of super insulation

will be applied during the upcoming rewrap by using fibre

glass-paper separators rather than Dimplar. The high boil-

off rate reduced operating times to the order of an hour

which was quite adequate to obtain a 360° field map.

After some initial problems WF.-i.z corrected, the

supplies have operated well; when delivering 1700 A each,

the measured current in the difference lead was ± 18 mA.
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The inductance of the whole winding at low currents

is of the order of 200 H and at higher currents reduces to

.3.4 J for the inner coil and 2.6 H for the outer coil, with

a mutual inductance of 1.9 H; all within 5% of the calculated

values.

Six transducers monitor the heights of the

Belleville springs that compress the coil onto the bridge

structure. These springs were designed to maintain an

approximately constant force of 140 kN over a range of 2.5 mm

then reducing to zero over the next 2 mm. The springs relaxed

approximately 1 mm on cooling the coil to 4.5 K. As the coil

was excited the magnetic loading further compressed the coil

another 1.8 mm of which 0.7 mm was inelastic as the coil

bedded down.

Maintenance of the superconducting state in the

coil was monitored with voltage taps on each Jouble pancake

winding. The taps on pancakes symmetrically located above

and below the midplans were paired in opposition. The

difference voltages were monitored with a scanning voltmeter.

No significant voltages were detected even when the liquid

level was allowed to fall below the upper two double pancakes.

Transient behaviour of the coil was monitored by

recording the two difference voltages between the upper and

lower coils of both the inner and outer pairs with a chart

recorder. During initial charging of the coil the difference

voltage traces showed numerous small spikes (10 mV amplitude).

These spikes did not appear on subsequent coil excitations

and were probably due to small conductor motion as the coil

tightened. On discharging, several spikes approximately

10 mV in amplitude were observed when the current was < 10%

of full excitation. Simultaneous spikes were observed on a

separate dB/dt monitor. Whether these spikes result from

stress relieving in the coil or in the iron yoke has not bean

determined.
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At full excitation, the attractive force on the

pole is 10 MN. The reduction in the raidplane gap was

monitored by a transducer; at 75% of full attractive force,

the 40 mm gap closed by 0.40 mm, approximately 20% greater

than expected. The gap monitor limited the field measuring

equipment to 90° aximuthal scan and was removed to permit

full 360° field maps to better centre the coil before going

to higher excitations.

Originally, it was planned to centre the coil with

the strain gauges on the radial oracing. The coil appeared

to be weakly decentering but the reproducibility of the

strain gauge readings was inadequate to give an accurate

placement, so ths characteristic first harmonic "thumb-print"

of the coil was used to centre the coil. The initial

position was 1.4 mm off-centra and the first adjustment

reduced this to 0.2 mm where it remained for the rest of the

tests.

Magnet tests were halted (after mapping at 96% of

full field) when one of the current leads overheated due to a

partially blocked cooling channel. The vacuum cryostat is

now being disassembled to improve the insulation and modify

the radiation shield near the bridge to reduce the boil-off

rate. The repair of the current lead is a relatively minor

operation once the cryostat is dismantled.

To spaed up the magnetic field mapping, the control

program was modified to flip the 40 measuring coils only at

10 degree intervals and measure the field differences at 2°

steps. The accuracy of these maps was comparable with that

obtained by flipping the measuring coils at every two degrees.

Figure 6.3.2.2 compares the measured and calculated

azimuthally averaged magnetic fields for three excitations

which approximately span the proposed cyclotron operating

range. The octagonal yoke walls are represented by an

equivalent cylindrical shell in a TRIM calculation while the
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Fig. 6.3.2.2 Comparison of measured and calculated

azimuthally averaged magnetic fields for

three excitations which approximately span

the cyclotron operating range.

flutter poles are represented as being uniformly magnetized

(y M = 2.14 T) in an equivalent current sheet calculation.

Effects of the holes in the yoke as well as the eighty trim
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rods absent from the pole are included in the calculation.

The currents used for the calculations were those set on ths

power supply digital-to-analog converters.

The agreement of the calculated and measured

fields is good with an rms deviation of 0.26% at an average

field <B> of 4.8 T, 0.31% at 3.4 T and 0.72% at 2.5 T.

General features are the trend to a larger measured field

slope, d<B>/dr, than calculated and slower fall off of the

field at the inner and outer field edges. The latter will

influence injection and extraction by moving the radii of

imaginary v and v = 1 outwards and inwards respectively.

The difference in slope and the somewhat greater deviations

at low field are largely due to the measured flutter being

lower than calculated at inner radii.

The d.i fference in flutter depends en both radius

and coil excitation and is shown in Fig. 6.3.2.3 where the

hill-minus-valley field at several radii is plotted against

623

-50

- I 00

-150

-200

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

TOTAL CURRENT I AMPERES)

3500 >(000

Fig. 6.3.2.3 The change in flutter field (hill minus

valley) as a function of the sum of the

coil currents for several radii.
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the sum of the coil currents. At low currents the flutter

poles are of course not saturated and the uniform magnetiza-

tion approximation is less valid, but at maximum excitation

it can be seen that the flutter pole contribution at small

radii is still increasing. Over the operating range of the

cyclotron the flutter field at 191 mm radius changes by

•v 2.5% and is lower than calculated at maximum field by ^ 4%.

This reduction in flutter at small radii will reduce the

vertical betatron frequency v from 0.13 to 0.12 for 10 MeV/u
z

uranium and from 0.21 to 0.19 for 50 MeV/u carbon which is

acceptable.

In Fig. 6.3.2.4, the agreement of the measured

azimuthal field profile with the calculation is shown for

R = 623 mm where the field exhibits some structure. The

asymmetry is produced by the hill spiral. At inner radii

the flutter field becomes more sinusoidal.

The short-term (up to several seconds) field

stability was measured by a 20-turn coil wrapped around the

lower pole near the midplane. With the power supplies in

current regulation mode, it was more than an order of

magnitude better than the required 10

The field measurements also included data on the

fields produced by retracting the trim rods. The rods were

manually retracted for these tests and the torques required

were within 25% of the calculated values. The measured

field differences are shown in Fig. 6.3.2.5 for a 60 nun

diameter rod. The data are compared with a TRIM boundary

value calculation and a uniform magnetization calculation.

The TRIM calculation overestimates the effectiveness of the

rods while the uniform magnetization calculation is an under-

estimate. The agreement in shape and amplitude is clearly

enough to ensure the ability of the rods to trim the fields

to isochronism as required (PR-P-108, 6.3.2 d); AECL-5315).
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rod compared both with a TRIM and a uniform

magnetization calculation.

b) Cryogenic System

J.A. Hulbert

The two principal causes of the excessive helium

boil-off were inadequate super insulation and small clearances

between the midplane bridge structure and the radial bracing

shield tubes. Design requirements were for nine double layers

of 'Dimplar1 covering all helium can and shield surfaces.

Assembly clearances would not permit the full number of layers

of this bulky insulation material, particularly on the minor

radius cylindrical walls. On reassembly of the cryostat,

these defects should be.readily overcome. Dexiglass inter-

leaving will be used for the super insulation, rather than

the Dimplar material. Dimplar packs at 5 double layers per cm
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whereas Dexiglass optimizes at about 30 layers per cm.

The midplane clearance can be improved by a trivial modifi-

cation to the bracing shield tube mountings now that the

cryostat is dismantled.

Measurements of the heat influx to the cryostat

radiation shield showed a refrigeration loss of 250 watts,

about twice the desired figure, giving a shield operating

temperature of 140 K.

The cryostat has been dismantled for these

corrections. Dismantling proceeded smoothly with no

difficulty and no unexpected damage or defects were noted.

The regions of midplane contact already noted showed heavy

compression of the teflon buffer pads.

A metal bellows on Tower 3 (safety vent and coil

monitoring) has a 'pinhole' leak (helium into the insulation

vacuum) and this will be replaced by a modified assembly

with simpler configuration and improved clearance. Tower 1

houses the malfunctioning current lead and will be removed

to repair the lead.

Heat influx experiments are in progress on

individual sections of the four helium transfer tubes. Their

poor thermal performance is again believed to be due to super

insulation inadequacy. A section of the refrigeration return

tube which had a construction defect and an intermittent

vacuum leak has been duplicated, using Tissuglas interleaving

in place of the original Dimplar. This will enable a useful

comparison between the two systems. The collapse of an

internal bayonet sleeve on the main section of the refrigera-

tion feed tube has shown the need for relief valve protection

of the bayonet joints.

Stresses on the coil bracing and suspension system

were monitored by bonded strain gauges. On the vertical

bracing the gauges were attached to the outer steel support

bars which carry the coil loading from the cryostat wall to
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the yoke. During assembly the inner titanium suspension rods

were acoustically tuned for equal loading. When the load was

transferred to the yoke, the strain gauges allowed the loading

equality to be checked and adjusted to within ± 25%. Finer

corrections would have been possible but this would have

involved a larger deviation from the primary tuning than was

deemed advisable. The degree of settling of the linkages

will be studied while the cryostat is dismantled to obtain

an understanding of the suspension imbalance. The suspension

design permits loading deviations of 100% over at least 50%

of the suspension rods.

The strains in the radial bracing bars were gauge-J

directly at the room temperature ends. During pretensioning

of the bars, before the coil current was turned on, it

appeared that a short-term resolution of 50 newtons in

individual bar tensions could be attained. However, following

a complete cycle of magnet current,the gauges showed a

systematic zero shift of many times this resolution. The

most likely cause of the zero shift is the generation of

thermoelectric voltages in the gauge monitoring circuitry and

this will have to be corrected before any consideration of

magnetic effects. Any comments on coil centering forces are

necessarily limited by the zero instability but indications

are that such forces are not greater than 6000 newtons under

any coil operating conditions with the coil 0.2 mm off centre.

Under high boil-off conditions the helium recovery

compressor was unable to cope with the helium gas flow and

helium had to be spilled to the atmosphere. Arrangements are

in progress to increase the medium pressure (250 psig) gas

storage capacity of the system with the surplus SF, tanks

from the MP Tandem accelerator. When these tanks are installed,

the gas circulation compressors will be usable for recovery

with a peak recovery rate of 10 litres/min liquid equivalent

and a boil-off capacity for 1000 litres liquid equivalent,

which should be more than adequate for all eventualities.
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c) Coil Instrumentation

H.R. Schneider

During assembly of the coil, voltage taps were

attached to each connection between double pancake windings.

These taps are used to measure the differences between

voltages across each of the double pancake windings in the

upper coil and that across the corresponding double pancake

winding in the lower coil. In this way maintenance of the

superconducting state throughout the coil can be monitored

while charging and operating it.

A simplified schematic of the electronic voltage

tap monitor, designed and built by CRNL Design Branch is

shown in Fig. 6.3.2.6. It consists of a set of difference

amplifiers, a microprocessor controlled multiplexer, a

digital-to-analogue converter (ADC) and a set of digital

panel meters on which the voltage readings are displayed.

The microprocessor also checks the readings against set

points and activates an alarm if a set point is exceeded.

The coil is divided electrically into an inner

and outer pair. Voltage differences across the upper and

lower parts of each pair are also monitored with both the

scanning ADC and a chart recorder. The latter allows

monitoring the transient behaviour of the coil.

d) Accelerating Structure

C.B. Bigham

Experiments with the full-sized high power rf

model in the dummy vacuum vessel continue.

After the test reported (PR-P-118, 6.3.2 •}) ;

AECL-6216) several vacuum leaks have been fixed, the most

serious being one in the seam weld of the inner wall of the

outer conductor of the lower tuner.

The resonator tuning curves measured after

reassembly are shown in Fig. 6.3.2.7. The cyclotron harmonic
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numbers and frequency range required to cover the specified

energy range are indicated on the curves.

With one 10 cm diffusion pump and one 10 cm turbo-

molecular pump, vacuum pressures down to 3 mPa (2 x 10 torr)

were obtained. (The cryopumps are not yet installed.) In

this range, multipactoring occurs at less than 1 W drive

power. A pulsed modulator was used in the rf drive to the

100 kW amplifier to break through.

After some hours of pulsed conditioning, the best

continuous run was for a duration of about one hour at 50 MHz

and 15 kW drive giving about 50 kv (half the nominal maximum)

peak dee voltage. The resonator frequency shift of ^ 40 kHz

was tracked by the automatic frequency control on the main

tuners.

These tests were stopped by a partial failure of

the spring contacts on the upper sliding short. This was

caused by a poor fit and has been repaired with a tighter

fitting. There were no indications of high power damage to

the other contacts or any other parts of the ;? .ructure.

A subsequent test showed that the upper tuner had

developed three leaks along the seam weld. These have been

repaired and the structure will now be reassembled for

further tests.

e) Extraction

C.R.J. Hoffmann

GOBLINEX has been modified to improve modelling

of the electrostatic deflector. The detailed midplane

deflector shape is now included in the code along with tests

to check if the beam is intercepted by any part of the

deflector in the midplane.

Changes have been made to EXMAP to more realistically

model the magnetic channel windings. Provisions have been put

into the code to represent the windings as layers of filaments.

Until now the windings were modelled as surface currents.
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6. 4 Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek

The Mechanical Laboratory operates the machine shop

and furnaces in Bldg. 145 and carries out mechanical con-

struction, assembly, repairs and vacuum testing for the

Accelerator Physics Branch and the Reactor Physics Branch.

Total laboratory time breakdown in the quarter is

as follows:

Accelerator Physics Branch - 94.2%

Reactor Physics Branch - 5.8%

6.4.1 Injector Test Experiment

A mounting gimbel for the ion source and extractor

column was fabricated. Two vacuum gate valves were modified

to improve the operating mechanism.

6.4.2 Ion Source Development

Two column electrode rings were modified to fit new

ceramics. Pumping slots were cut in the ground electrode and

an insert was fabricated to shield these slots from the beam.

" -Swp^bakeable valves were rebuilt and eight magnet shims were

f abr i c atTeeL^

6.4.3 High Current Test

Assistance was provicted^in the construction of the

freon cooling system for the triode amp-tifier filament.

Fittings were fabricated for the liquid level ~±rs<iicating and

liquid level sensing probes. The filament conductor

piping was modified to permit connections to the external

freon system while retaining water cooling on the power supply

section. Also a number of flanges and special fittings were

fabricated.

A jig was fabricated to support the two end half

drift tubes of the Alvarez accelerator so that their alignment

would not be disturbed by changes in the end plate position

when the tank is evacuated.
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Repairs to the plate resonator of the tetrode

drive stage were started. New finger stock and centering

rings were added to the coupling adjustment plunger and the

sharp corners were removed to reduce voltage stress problems,

The damaged finger stock on the resonator centre conductor

was replaced. A new teflon insulating sleeve is being

installed on the lower section of the resonator centre

conductor.

An ion source container was modified, three special

size conflat gaskets were manufactured and changes were made

to a beam line bellows and flange for the injector.

6.4.4 Electron Test Accelerator

Support of the program to develop a high-power

on-axis coupled accelerating structure continues. The cooling

channels in one segment of the copper structure were machined,

brazed and leak checked. Experimental tests on the radial

coolant flow were made and final cell machining carried out.

Machining of the coupling slots in the segments of the

aluminum model enabled experiments to be done at higher cell

coupling.

Four spherical electrodes were made for the spark

gap used in the klystron crowbar protection system.

6.4.5 Fast Intense Neutron Source

In support of this program two electron suppression

electrodes with insulated mounts were made for installation

on an existing quadrant aperture. A keyway was cut in a

rotating air-to-vacuum seal, and the mating key was manu-

factured. A new target shipping container was fabricated and

an existing container was modified.

6.4.6 "Tfeavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

Assistance for this program in the quarter came in

the form of modifications, repairs and minor changes to

existing equipment.
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A cryopump was assembled and tested, and liquefier

valve stems and four tower seals were repaired.

Four special seals for the sliding shorts were

fabricated, spring contacts were replaced and a leak was

repaired in a drive capacitor of the rf system.

A pneumatic cylinder and piston, trim rod adapters

and drive motor mount were manufactured for trim rod tests.

6.4.7 Reactor Physics

One hundred sample changer holders, a foil punch,

a foil package maker and several thousand aluminum and

various other non-active foils were manufactured for an

experimental physics program with plutonium enriched oxide

fuel being fabricated at CRNL.

6.5 Publications, Reports, Papers, Lectures and Patents

Paper»

The following papers were presented at the 8th International
Conference on Cyclotrons and their Applications, Bloomington,
Indiana, 1978 September 18-21.

THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTOR HEAVY-ION CYCLOTRON RF
STRUCTURE
C.B. Bigham

THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON
J.H. Ormrod, C.B. Bigham, K.C. Chan, E.A. Heighway,
C.R. Hoffmann, J.A. Hulbert, H.R. Schneider and Q.A. Walker.

Patents

CANADIAN PATENT NO. 1,033,461
.. HIGH POWER DOUBLY STRAPPED VANE TYPE MAGNETRON

C.B. Bigham
Issued 1978 June 20.
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